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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (as of 31 Aug 94)
320 EUGENE C ENGMAN
324 JAMES C JOHNSON JR
316X WARD R KR AFMER
318 PATRICK LAMASTUS
314 JORG MAIER
315 SAMUEL J. PEZZ/LLO
319 NEWTON K PIERCE
322 RODRIGO R RIVERO
325 MARIO SALAZAR
323 ELI B SWETLAND
317 ROBERTO ZALDUA
320 GEORGE ZELENKA

Sarasota FL 34235
4937 Habana Dr
5401 Collins Ave Apt 525 Miami Beach FL 33140
(address unpublished)
1301 Georgia Boulevard Orlando FL 32803
Postfach 101003
Munchen 80084
Birmingham AL 35215
1129 Aurora Circle
407 Provincetown Drive Cape May NJ 08204
Clifton NJ 07011
44 Central Ave #2
Miami FL 33178
5166 NW (05th St
Apartado Acrco 6800
Bogota
Chateau dc la Galiniere Rousset 13790
Miami FL 33152
Box 527948

USA
USA
USA
USA
GERMANY
USA
USA
USA
USA
COLOMBIA
FRANCE
USA

MEMBER REINSTATED
198 PAUL K GATONS

7705 Huntsman Blvd

Springfield VA 22153

USA

Saanichton E3 C.. V8M IA0
Vail CO 81657
Whitney Point NY 13862
Addison IL 60101
San Antonio TX 78209

CANADA
USA
USA
USA
USA

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
193 BILL 13ARTLETT
Postmaster
281 BILL BROWN
22 Bridge Street
190 GEORGE S HUNSBERGER 25 Donnelly Drive. Lot 6
431 N 6th Ave
C75 W. E. SIMMONDS
145E Treasure Way
276 JEANNE F. STOUGH

RESIGNATIONS RECEIVED
209 BRIAN BURCH
256 KEN FLAGG
304 SHERWIN D PODOLSKY
Mr Engman collects Colombia codes 02-05.10-11.11-14,18-19 Mr Kraemer collects Colombia codes 01-08 and
19 Mr Larnastus collects Panama codes 51,54.56-64. Herr Maier collects Colombia codes 02-05.11-12,16,19-20 and
Panama code 54. Mr Pierce collects Colombia codes 02,04.06,08 and Panama codes 52, 54-59. Mr. Pezillo collectss
Panama codes 51-68. Mr. Salazar collects Colombia codes 02-09, 11, 13.
Our new President, Ray Ireson received the grand award at OGOPEX '94 ROYALE which was held in Vernon
B C 8-10 Jun 1994 for his exhibit. the "Panama Canal Story." Your editor's exhibit of Santander 1884-1899 received a
gold award in the one frame competition at PIPEX '94 held in Eugene OR in May 1994,
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Member 311 D Riveiros contnbuted $5.00 or more and is recognized as a contributing member for 1993-1994
The following members have contributed $5.00 or more and are recognized as contributing members for 1994-1995

267 N. Bork
C14 F Brid
306 3. Castil lei°
139 H. Coward
295 W. Crain
C88 R. D'Elia
302 S. Forstreuter

244 A. Frohlich
C38 .1. Helms
198 P. Gatons
259E. Jansen
125 R. Jimenez
138 W. Klein
238 E. Langlais

146 G. Lopp
177 W. Lowrie
121 M. Marks
116 G. Mayer
C60 R. Mitchell
263 C. Oschmann
264 V. Pascual

291 M. Preciado
293 J. Prince
189 P. Quail
274 C. Slocumb
C78 H Tindall
128 L. Venegas

FROM THE PRESIDENTS DESK
In the last issue of COPACARTA our Immediate Past President. David J Leeds. informed the membership than the
biannual meeting of our Society would take place at the NAPEX '94 Show in Arlington VA over the week-end of June 24e ting. In the
26th. He also expressed the wish to see as many of our members as possible present at the show and at our me
event, it was somewhat disappointing to see the low turnout at our meeting.
Nevcrihcicss, there were sufficient Board Members present to hold our meeting and formally elect the proposed
slate of new officers. details of which appear elsewhere in the issue
After earning the baton of President for the past four years, David wished to step down due to other pressures on
his time and so I was called upon to "step up" from the Vice-Presidency It is with some fear and trepidation that I assume
this mantle for 1 am treading on unfamiliar terrain But in the knowledge that I have the continued support of such Society
stalwarts as our Editor. Jim Cross: our Libranan, Bob D'Elia, our Sales Manager. Federico Bnd, and other Board Members.
l shall endeavor to serve you to the best of my ability.
Looking over the membership roster as of March 1994 1 am again !eft amazed as to just how far-flung and widespread our members are But the thread that links us all together is the common love of the philatety of Colombia and
Panama And although the huge distances which separate our members make it impractical for the majority to attend
Society meetings. we are kept bonded together In our very special journal, COPACARTA. For which a very special thanks
is well de-seined by Jim Cross from the whole membership. ;Applause
But I pa it to each and every one of you readers • have you ever paused for a moment and wondered where Jim
gets his material to produce this fine publication every quarter? I'm sure that many of you could be of tremendous
assistance to him by sharing with him your own little snippets of information gleaned over the years . . . that would benefit
us MP Think about it, and write to him toda3r . I
In closing my opening remarks to you (that sounds a bit Irish, doesn't it s and in case you're thinking 1 might be
Irish because of my name. but let me assure you that Pm not I'm a naturalized Canadian of Bntish birth) 1 would like to
use this platform to extend to our founding President. Deborah Friedman. the heartiest congratulations of the whole
membership on her truly superb exhibit • "The Postal Stationery of Colombia 18811-1904" being the recipient of the Resen •
Grand Award at NAPEX this year?!
Raymond W. lreson
86 Cartier
Roxboro, Quebec
CANADA 148Y 1GR
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THE TREASURER'S REPORT
INCOME STATEMENT FOR YEAR ENDING 30 JUNE 1994
INCOME
Annual Dues
Contributions
Mail Sale Commissions
Publications Sales
Library Income
COPACARTA Ads
Investment Income
TOTAL INCOME

EXPENSE
Printing
Postage
Mail Sale Expense
Supplies
Library Expense
Meeting Expense

/563.50
376.40
1022.55
67.00
755.67
1.50
321,59
4108_21

TOTAL EXPENSE

SURPLUS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSE

1395.21
1033.26
309,58
72.72
605.89
.00
3416.66
691 55

BALANCE SHEET AS OF 30 JUNE 1994
ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Petty Cash
Library Cash Account
Investments

2337.11
3.68
229.35
7952.24

TOTAL ASSETS

10552 38

LIABILITIES
Advance Dues

1274 08

RESERVES
Reserves as of 30 June 1993
Surplus 1993-1994
TOTAL RESERVES

8556.75
691.55
9248.30

The increase in printing expense for the year of $421.73 eras due to increased rates from our printer and was the
primary reason for the dues increase implemented on 15 July 1993. The increase in postage expense of $202 22 was due in
part to the cost of mailing the unusually large mail sale catalog However. the sale was very successful and commission
income more than doubled that of any previous sale Library expense includes the one-time cost of acquinng the
Colombian reference collection announced Scptembc 1993. The library had a very successful year which permitted the
transfer of $750 from the library account to the general fund. Investment income fell slightly reflecting the drop in interest
rates in the United States.

MAIL BID SALE #12 SCHEDULED
The COPAPHIL board of directors decided at the meeting at NAPEX to hold separate mail bid sales for Colombia
and Panama on a trial basis in order to reduce the workload of conducting the sale and reduce the size and mailing costs of
for the sales catalog Mail bid sale #12 will be LIMITED to Colombia lots only and will be conducted by Jim Cross For
this sale ONLY, lots should be sent to COPAPHIL. Box 2245. El Cajon CA 92021. The minimum bid in the sale will be
$5 00 and lots which cannot reasonably be expected to bring a $5.00 bid will not be included in the sale. Material for the
sale must be received not later than 15 November 1994, The sales catalog will be distributed with the December 1994
COPACARTA and will close on 31 January 1995.
Consignors are responsible for describing the material being submitted and specifying the minimum acceptable bid
for each lot The majority of our members are specialists Expenence has shown that undamaged items which appeal to
the specialist sell well, while less specialized material may not Colombia states stamps and postal stationery including
cubiertas and official cubiertas are cb iax.lally needed. Unsold Colombia lots from the previous sale will be reoffered in this
sale, unless consignors specify otherwise. The next sale of Panama material will be conducted by Sales Manager Fedcnco
Brid at a time to be announced.
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SCADTA ROUTES AND RATES - 1926
SOURCE: The U.S. Department of Commerce "1C wide to Latin America" 4th Edition. 1926.

"SOCIEDAD Colombo Alemana de Transposes Aereos. Offices in Barranquilla and Bogota. Agencies in Cartagena.
Santa Marta, Medelllin. Manrtzles. Girardot. Honda and Cali. Agencies in the United States. New York. Amencan
Trading Co , 25 Broad Street; San Francisco. Arnencan Trading Co.. New Orleans. American Trading Co: Boston, Ennque
Naranjo M.. Colombian Vice Consul. (Note - special acrd postage stamps and information may be obtained from these
firms. and passages may be arranged.)
ROUTES
Route I - Barranquilla to Girardot (the pon for Bogota on the Magdalena) stopping at Calamar. El Banco, Barranca
Berrneja (oil center). Puerto Bemo (the port for Medellin on the Magdalena river). and Honda (the port for Matuzales)•
Time required (including stops) front Barranquilla to Girardol about eight hours. Hydroplane leaves Barranquilla with mail
and passengers every Tuesday. and Friday morning.
Route 2 - Girardot to Barranquilla stopping at Honda. Puerto Bemo. Barranca Bernieja. El Banco and Calamar Time
required (including stops) about eight hours. Pleanc leaves Girardot every Tuesday and Friday afternoon, stopping at night
at Puerto Bemo (first-elass hotel).
Route 3 - Girardot to Neiva (on upper Magdalena Riser). Time required. one hour and a half (by mule; 4 days) Plane
leaves Girardot early every Thursday. returning to Girardot in the afternoon
Route 4 - Barranquilla to Cartagena. Plane leaves Barranquilla carft . ever • Thursday morning. returning to Barranquilla in
the afternoon. Time required. one hour.
There is proposed a route from Medellin to Cali, and another from Bucaramanga to Puerto Witches.
RATES - PASSENGER SERVICE
From Barranquilla to Girardot . The rate is 250 Colombian pesos for 65 kilos. which includes the weight of the passenger
and any baggage he may have; for each additional kilo up to 75 the charge is two pesos per kilo. from 75 kilos up the
charge is 5 pesos per kilo.
From Girardot to Barranquilla. The rate is 150 Colombian pesos up to 75 kilos; each kilo over 74 and up to 85 kilos is 1.541
pesos, from 115 kilos up 3 pesos per kilo.
From Barranquilla to Cartagena. The rate is 25 pesos for 75 kilos. An extra charge of one peso per kilo above 75 (round
trip 45 pesos)
Rates to intermediate points in proportion to distance.
POSTAGE RATES
Letters mailed from New York or any other place in the United States cost 30 cents for each half ounce to any pan of
Colombia: postal cards, 15 cents each; commercial papers. pnnted matter and samples, 15 cents per one-half ounce.
Note - Letters. commerical papers, etc.. to be sent by the Colombian air mail must show, besides the complete address of
the receiver. the remarks . "By Colombian Air Mail" or "Pnr Correa Aerco Barranquilla-Nei ► a," etc. and should bear the
United States postage and the corresponding special air stamps These letters will be collected at the Variek Sim post
office and sent by special mad bag to the Barranquilla Air Mail Office. (This company also maintains a scientific
department and specializes in aenal photography, etc.).
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THE SANTA.NDER POSTAL DECREE OF 1880

Editor's Note . The text of this decree is contained via volume of compiled laws of the State of Santander published in the
Registro Oficial in 1882 which is available in the Library of Congress 1 obtained a very poor quality photocopy which
lacks pages 318-319. which contain the text of Articles 6-9. The decree was signed by the executive, Solon Witches. on I.
November 1880 to be effective on I fanauri . 1881 I am translating and printing just the most pertinent articles. Note that
in 1880 the subdivisions of the state of Santander were known as department. rather than provinces
Article I. The postal service in the state is reduced to the carriage of correspondence and newspapers from one
pueblo to another in the same state and between these and others in the Union and even in foreign nations, when that is
permitted by existing or future postal comenuons. This service will he entirel y at the expense of the state and free of charge
to private person Asa consequence, there are no tariffs of any son
Article 2. The mails will not carry parcels. except for those that are determined in the government
Article 3. The lines that will carry the mails are classified as principal lines. transverse lines and departmental
fines The principal lines are those that connect the state capital with the capitals of the department. The transverse lines
are those that connect the capital of a department with that of another. The departmental lines are those which leave a
departmental captial and only go to towns within the department Departmental tines also include the lines which connect
the departmental capital with the border of another department or state or with a hamlet (easeno).
Article 4. The princicol lines arc as follows. The northern line leaves Socorro and passes thni Pinchote, San Gil,
Los Santos. Piedecuesta, Florida. Bucaramanga, Matanla, Surata. Cachira and La Cruz to Ocana and returns to the state
capital by the same route. The northeast line leaves Socorro and passes thru Pinhole, San Gil. Los Santos. Piedecuesta.
Flonda, Bucariummga, Iona, Silos, Monsen.% Pamplona, Chincota and Chopo to San Jose and returns by the same route.
The eastern line leaves Socorro and passes thru Pmehote, San Gil, Curiti, Molagavita, Malaga, Concepcion. Cerrito.
Chitaga. Cacota to Pamplona and returns by the same route The southeast line leaves Socorro and passes thru Confines.
Charala and Encino to Duilaina in the state of Boyaca and returns by the same route. The southern line leaves Socorro and
passes thru Guadalupe and Guepaa to Velez and returns by the same route.
Article 5. The transverse lines are: the one that connects San Jose with Ocaria passing thru Salazar, San Pedro
and La Cruz and the one that connects Piedecuesta with la Concepcion passing thru Umpala and San Andres
Article 50. Each post office will preserve the lists of correspondence or invoices that they receive.
Article 52. A copy of this decree and the postal itineraries will be printed as a separate sheet and sent to each post
office of the State which shall have it available. The inspectors of the Treasury or Revenue of the district will insure that
this order is followed and will impose a fine of from one to five pesos for each time the document is not available
The above decree was modified on the 10th of January 18111 lay an additional decree which was issued as a result of
protests bs inhabitants of Bucaramanga that it discontinued a transverse line which formerly connected Socorro with
Bucaramanga via Barichara, Zapatoca and Giron. The second decree noted that Law 94 of the current year had named
Bucaramanga as the capital of the department of Sow. It reinstated the former transverse hoe and also reorgaruzed the
transverse line which formerly connected Piedccuesta with la Concepcion passing thru Florida. Piedecuesta, Umpala and
San Andres.
It also reorganized the department lines in the Department of Soto as follows.
1. A weekly line leaving Bucaramanga and passing thni Rionegro. Matanza, Surata and California.
2. A weekly line leaving Bucaramanga and passing thin Lebrija. Giron, Florida and Piedecuesta.
3. A weekly line leaving Bucaramanga and passing than Rionegro to the hamlets of Botijas and Papaya,.
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4. A monthly line leaving Bucaramanga for the hamlet of Pedral. passing thru Gaon and the hamlet of Lincoln
Since these decrees were included in the Registro Oficial pnnted in 1887 and Santander issued its first stamps in
1885 it appears that the experiment of free delivery of mails within the state lasted for four years It would be interesting to
learn the reaction of the national government to the experiment and whether it carried unfranked letters ongmating in
Santander via the national postal routes to destinations in other states The list of department lines of the Department of
Soto shows that even many of the smallest hamlets in the state had postal service in 1881

THE 1994 BARRIGA AND TEMPRANO CATALOGS OF COLOMBIA
A review by Jim Cross
Estampillas de Colombia Leo Temprano 30th Edition 1994 203 pages + appendix. Available from Filatelia
Tematica L T Numismatica. Apartado 5030. Bogota. Colombia Overseas pnce U.S $13.00 airmail post paid
Colombia 1994 - 1995. Catalogo Alvaro Barriga 20th Edition 65 pages. Available from Filatelia Colombia,
Apartado. 53.404. Bogota. Colombia. Price by air 14,000 Colombian Pesos (dollar eqwvalern not shown).
The July mails brought the latest editions of the two Colombian catalogs. The Temprano catalog is pocket size
(approx 160x110mm.) while the Barriga catalog is in larger format (6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches) and consequently has fewer
pages Both feature colored illustrations of most stamps issued The quality of the color illustrations varies as was noted
several years ago by Alex Rendon in a review of the first Temprano catalog in color. The illustrations in both are less than
full-sized with those in Temprano quite a bit smaller Thecolor in both is adequate for identifying stamps. but not for use as
a guide in determining shades or counterfeits
Both catalogs list only issues of the national government of Colombia listing all stamps together in chronological
order. However. both make exceptions for long sets with different issue dates for individual stamps There is quite a lot of
variation in the early stamps that each publisher chooses to list Barriga numbers all stamps consecutively while Temprano
uses separate number series for special purpose stamps (but not airmail stamps) Thus the numbers assigned in, the two
catalogs are different. e g the 1991 butterly set is Temprano 1835-1840 and Barriga 2085-2090.
The Temprano catalog contains a newly added specialized appendix of 1959-1993 issues listing and pricing paper
and tagging types that exist and vanous other varieties such as gutter pairs. number blocks, etc. This section was prepared
by COPAPH1L member Dieter Bonfeldt.
Both catalogs show mint and used prices in Colombian pesos Barriga prices the first 52 stamps in U S dollars (a
catalog insert calls this to the attention of the purchaser). The lowest price shown is 10 pesos ( the Nun alent of about 1 1/4
U.S. cents) Only a few stamps, notably some used postal tax stamps, have this low valuation. Comparing the current
Barriga catalog values with values in the 1987 edition. I find that most are now 4-5 times higher Part of this change is no
doubt due to the fall in value of the Colombian peso against foreign currencies There are noticeable differences between
the Values assigned to stamps by the two catalogs In general the Temprano values are somewhat lower. but there are some
exceptions. For example: Temprano values the 1990 Velez arms stamp at 100 pesos mint and 40 pesos used, whilrBarriga
values it at 200 pesos mint and 100 pesos used These differences are not particularly signficant on lower priced stamps.
but similar differences can be found on expensive classic stamps as well For many older mint sets Temprano gives
percents to be added for never hinged stamps or deducted for stamps without gum
Barriga lists and prices cubienas. while Temprano does not, Temprano remains the only catalog to list the
European forged A.R. in circle cancels as separate stamps. Both catalogs refer to types of the 1868-1881 issues without
giving any information on how the types can be identified information found only in the specialized editions.
Neither catalog has incorporated all of the recent research findings reported in this and other journals cmprano
omits the 1881 5 and 10 pesos large format stamps shown by Alex Rendon to be genuine issues Neither catalog lists the
7
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1902 Cauca regional issue Both show the 1903 50 and 100 pesos stamps as 1904 issues and more importantly list these
stamps denominated in banknotes after the 1904 gold currency issues Neither catalog lists the silver currency issues of the
Republic of Colombia used in the Department of Panama. even though the 1892-1895 issue stamps were also used in 1903
in the Department of Cauca.
The Temprano catalog includes a line after most sets for the set price. but then does not show the set prices, except
for a limited number of sets : chiefly airmail issues Bamga also shows set prices for only selected sets
Both catalog publishers arc stamp dealers and I assume that the values are the prices at which the listed stamps are
available for sale, if in stock. Both catalogs serve the purpose of providing a relativel y inexpensive catalog for collectors in
Colombia with values in Colombian pesos However, because of their general nature, they are of limited utility to a
collector outsieeof Colombia who has access to the Colombia listings in a major world-wide catalog. Both publishers have
previously published specialized Colombia catalogs Hopefully. an updated edition of one of these will be forthcoming
sometime in the future

CAPEX '96
The next COPAPHIL general meeting will be held at CAPEX *96. This will be the next international exhibition
to be held on the North American continent, The locale will be Toronto. Ontario: our friendly neighbor to the north.
COPAPHIL intends to be present and host a number of meetings there. More details about our participation will
be reported in this journal as they are finalized Members who would like to exhibit at the show may obtain information by
writing to CAPEX •96. Box 204 - Station Q. Toronto, Ont M4T 2M1.
Exhibitors are reminded of the new F I.P rules governing intenational shows Frame allocations are strictly
limited to 5 and R frames no more, and no less. To receive a 5 frame allotment the exhibit MUST have received a
VERMEIL medal, or better, at a National Show, And to receive an K frame allotment the exhibit MUST have received a
LARGE VERMEIL award or better at a previous international show.
For those exhibitors in our ranks who do not have a world show LARGE VERMEIL, medal. we remind you that an
opportunity to gain that level award exists in SINGAPORE 0 95. Anyone interested in exhibiting at that show may. contact
the U S Commissioner. Dr. Peter K lber, 9379 West Escuda Drive. Peoria, AZ 85;382-0979. Telephone )602)-566-1401
But don't delay: the deadline for him to receive the entry application is 30 September 1994.
COPAPHIL also is planning to participate in the WESTPEX in San Francisco in 1997. CAPEX can also serve as
a vehicle for earning the LARGE VERMEIL which will authorize an 8 frame exhibit at WESTPEX.
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COLOMBIA, THE 1902 REGIONAL ISSUES
h. JAMES A. CROSS

This little known issue of ino stamps ssas former's listed bs most major catalogs as an issue of the Department of
Cauca Scott listed the stamps as Cauca li and 9 Ben the Stanley Gibbons catalog nhich was the first to correcth list the
rebcicis i Mar pros isionals and the 1901 pros isional Medellin A/R stamp as national issues still lists the stamps as Cauca I
and 2
COPAPHIL nas instrumental in securing a change in the Scott catalog which non lists the stamps as national
issues 255 and 256 The es ideriee for the change consisted of the lack of es idence that the state or department of Cauca
o et operated a postal sen ice and the fact that used copies of the stamps arc known onls pith cancels of the national post
offices in Cauca
The issue consists of two salues. a ten centasos stamp for use on domestic letters neighing up to 15 grams and a
!nem• centavos stamp for use on letters to cnerscas destinations neighing up in 15 grams The c nistencc of the issue nas
first reported in the Arnencan Journal of Plulaten for December 1902. protsabls indicating it nas placed in use in
September or October of that .ear It is not known who nas the printer or nhere the stamps 'sere printed but it was
probabl. either in Popasan. the departmental capital. or Cali. the largest on The two stamps are similar in design excepi
for the ornaments on the denomination line On the 20 centasos stamp. the Iwo ornaments on each side of DIEZ arc
replaced bs single ornaments similar to those at each end of CORREOS
Cos ers of the issue arc scarce The 10 centasos cover from Pasto illustrated in the September 1991 COPAC ARTA
is still the onh reported use of this saluc on emu A 20 centasos coo from 1piales found bs Brian Nloorhouse at %APEX
is illustrated below It i s reported that there are so oil other 20 centasos cos ers in the collection of a COPA.PIL member
but thus far I have not seen them The 191(9 sun g of Cauca cos ecs bs Jim Negus did not record am coos of this issue
from auction catalogs
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Illustrated below is a part sheet showing two inter-paneau. tctc-beche blocks of ten of the 20 centas os stamp (less
one corner stamp) The edges on three sides of the sheet are rough and appear to have been perforated on a sewing machine
before the pane 1,13$ separated This suggests that there mas hate tssxn additional blocks on the sheet An members
basing larger multiples which would confirm this are urged to nottfi the editor
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Examination of the blocks shows that there arc identifiable differences in the ten stamps which are repeated in
both blocks This together with the tete-beche arrangement suggests the stamps as have been printed a block at a time The
ten positions can be identified as follows
Position I Normal stamp nail no ohs out defects
Position .2 Breaks in the left side oldie honiontal line below the top border Dark shading on upper left ornament
Position
Final s at the right in the line below VEINTE does not touch the border
Position 4 Break in the top stroke of the S of CORREOS
Position 5 Lines of the bottom s in the column between REPUBLIC.A and DE are thick Left leg of the N in
CENTAVOS is short
Position n Right x in top line is raised Thick E and A in DE LA Space between h and I of Republica
Position 7 Foot of first E in VEINTE thin and irregular
Position h Similar to position I except O's of CORREOS has c breaks at top
Position V Missing dots in loner border below EN of CENTAVOS
Position It) Extra dot inside border to left of VIENTF
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PANAMA LINDBERGH PROOFS
by David J. Leedi and David T. Ztner

On the occasion of Lindiergh's visit to Panama and the Canal Zone in January, 1928, the Republic issued a pair of
commemorative stamps. Scott Not 256-257 Due to the short notice of the visit. the stamps had to be produced locally
This was done through cooperation of the Panama Director of Posts and Telegraph. the Panama City newspaper Star and
Herald, and the Panama Canal Press. Design and production of two 10-cliche zinc plates, Figs 1 and 2. were In newspaper
artists, with 100-subject sheet plate makeup and printing by the Panama Canal Press at Mount Hope. Canal Zone

Fig. I. 2c Lindbergh Die Proof.

This is the same printing plant at La Boca. inhented from the French Canal Company by the Isthmian Canal
Commission in 1904. that produced mans of the ''CANAL ZONE" overprints from 1904 on About 1914 the plant was
moved to Mount Hope. where it became the Mount Hope Printing Plant and eventually the Panama Canal Press Fig 3 is a
view of the typesetting room ea 1928 About 1965 the facility returned to La Boca
The first public mention of stamps being issued in Panama for Lindbergh was in the newspaper The Panama
America.; on Sunday. January 1, 1928 No picture of the new stamps appeared but then were desenbed as follows "a half

million two cent stamps depicting an airplane with the nuns of Old Panama as a background and 250.000 depicting a plane
hovering above the Isthmus, each issue commemorating Lindbergh's flight to Panama, will be ready for use in a few days
The article also stated that "similar designs will be impressed on two gold medallions to be presented the n Baer.
one by President Chian and the other by the Municipal These two medallions were not mentioned during the nest month.
so we cannot determine from contemporary press accounts if they were ever made and if Lindbergh received them
There was precedent for U.S production of numismatic matenal for foreign countries, including Panama. and
stamps have also been produced for territories and occupied counmes However, this situation is a hit different Strictly
speaking the stamps were for Panama -- but the marginal marking is the printing order and quanuty of the Panama Canal
Press at Mount Hope, Canal Zone In addition, they were sold over the counter in at least two Canal Zone post offices.
albeit not valid there. This precedes M. at least 50 years any other handling of foreign stamps try a U.S. post office
11
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The first record of the Panama Lindbergh proofs was in the Manhews collection which was broken up and sold by
'Fred Kessler in 1961 However. they were certainly in philatelic hands helm that time since Sanabna listed them in his
2nd Edition They were subsequently bought by Dr James B Heinle. who in 1978 di sposed of his entire collection of
Panama airmails with Bruce Ball acting as agent; the collection, including the Lindbergh proofs. was acquired by Henry B.
Madden (recently deceased).
The collection then had a series of owners, including an offer for private treaty sale by Dared Feldman of Geneva
Next was Chnstine Shaw, but it is not known if the proofs were in the collection at that time They were not pan of her
Panama extubits tpnor to 1988), which were limited to provisional asrpost issues (all overprints) The proofs must have
been removed from the original Helme collection since they are currently owned by DTZ
They may be described as follows:
San PD I 2c. imperforate Die Proof in block of 10, black, part of a receipt given to the Panama Canal Press, printer of this
issue. by S C. Russell. Post Office Inspector. dated Mount Hope. Canal Zone Jan lth. 1928 — unique. ex-Matthews. cxHelmc. See Fig 1.
San PD2 5c . imperforate Die Proof in block of 10 — similar to the 2c sheet The variety "tail on the right 5" is already
present on posUon Af6 — unique. ex-Matthews, ex-Helme See Fig 2
The approved proofs were also mentioned by Sanabria:
San PPla 2c Complete setting of 10 subjects. first press proof. sheet1m with margins on all four sides, in the issued color of
red on the same sakty paper as the issued stamps Block of 10 subjects imperforate and without black overprint
Typewritten across the top is "First press proof If approved please sign and return A.P.E. Doyle. printer. The Panama
Canal Press and signed A P E Doyle Submitted to the Postmaster General of Panama. Sr Jose M Goytea, who approved
signed, and placed his seal They were then handstarnped "CANCELLED" and typewritten note added at the bottom. "MR
8484 Proofs cancelled by S.C. Russell, Post Office Inspector. the Panama Canal, January 5, 1928" and signed tn . him
Unique. es-Matthews, ex-Helme. See Fig 4
San PP2a 5c. Complete setting of 10 subjects, firm press proof. shoetlet similar to the 2c sheetlet except numbered MR
8485 by Russell The vanety "tail on the right 5" is present on position #6. Unique, ex-Matthews. ex-Heinle See Fig 5

Fig. 2, Be Lindbergh Die Proof.
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The marginal inscription which mas be construed as a plate number but is actually the printing order number
appears in the upper left corner of the 2c abose positions 1 - 1 and reads "MR It4134--Panama Canal Press--1-4-2g—utriiii III "
(Sec Fig n) On the 5c the inscription is at the upper right abuse positions 9-It) and reads "MR 1t5 g 5--Panama Canal Press
--1-6-28-150.000 " (Sec Fig 7.)
On Januars ft 1 9211 The Panama .1meru an announced that a limited amount of these special postage stamps would
go on sale in the Canal Zone at the Balboa Heights and Cristobal post offices the nest day It was expected that thes would
be on sale in Balboa Heights in the morning and Cristobal sometime during the afternoon

Fig. 3. The Ponema C n n n I Prem..
Readers were also ads iscd that the stamps would not he 1311d for postage in the Canal Alm unless the ens elopes
also had Canal Zone stamps But arrangements had been made to forward all letters posted with l indbereh stamps in the

Panama or Colon post offices to be postmarked with the special Panama postmarks
When the Balboa Heights post office window opened at 7 45 A M on Monday the 9th. stamp collectors and
sousenir hunters had already queued up in a line extending out into the rotunda of the Administration Building Possili l s
the article the pres b Ous das which stated that onls a "limited' number of stamps would he on sale led to the large earls
turnout Most of the first buyers bought large quantities of the clamps usualls full sheets Ms ( DIZI great grandmother
Minos sent a Lindbergh first day ens er to great aunt Isabella in Boston noting that she had to "stand in a one string" to bus
the stamps
Since Lindbergh armed in Panama lanuars 9. 1928 and the stamps were issued the same 111C there si.u. col
stf.es took
ads anec orders for them and delis cred them to customers on the da y of issue

of time for distribution Incidentall y esen though the stamps were not salid in the Canal Zone CZ post

According to The Parana,, Imeric all 51000 worth of Lindbergh stamps score sold within the first hot, its Ilk end
of the first day 49.0t1i 2c stamps and 21.000 5c stamps had been sold bs the Balboa Heights and Cristobal post oft -lees
Some S4001 P anti of these stamps were sold in Panama during the first three hours as well
The next day Januar. to . 35.04X) 2c and 17.000 5c stamps were dispensed at Balboa Heights and 10 000 5c stamps
at Cristobal It was also announced that the Lindbergh stamps would remain on sale for 90 class at Balboa Heights unless
recalled trs Panama
Because in the final production the t ypography left a little to be desired, the illegible wording on the 2c was
13
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enhanced at Mount Hope bs a clear black 2.-line cnerprini "HOMENME 4 LINDBERGH " Note that this o‘ erprint
present on the proofs
The onhi persistent vanct n on the 2c is a slash through the bottom of the "2" at position 2 of each lit-unt Irchc
cicarls sisiblc in Fig G The 5c also has a flats a tail or flag on the right hand "5" at position o of each 10-unit click.
Fig Ft Since the} sere both printed in sheets of 100 the sancues arc reproduced 10 times. each in its respect's,: position of
the cliche stithin the sheet
The stamps acre printed ungummed on Exchange Salo. Paper The 2c is red on salmon and appears ribbed
scrtiealh. the 5c is blue on blue-green appearing ribbed horliontalh Both ha% e the Exchange Safet) Paper logo
uatermarked seseral times in Mc sheet The ssatermarked ribbings and logo shins on Figs 4 and n Perforation is a
colorless roulette 7 The colored papers arc %err susceptible to fading from sunlight or nsater Most used (soaked copiers of
the 5c appear as almost %%hue The 2c is equally vulnerable
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Ens elopes mailed in the Canal Zone with onls the Panama stamps were marked "postage due " A few coscrs
slipped through the combination franking of both CZ and Panama Lindbergh stamps so a feu coscrs cost with CZ
markings on the first day (Fig 9) General's. CZ postal clerks molded cancelling the Panama stamps
The usual first day markings are a CDS Panama (CM) 'LINDBERGH ARRIVES IN PANAMA." Fig In , and
CDS Colon ''THE NATIONAL POSTS HONOR LINDBERGH." Fig
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Fig. 9. Canal Zone First Day.
Fig- 7. Sc Printing Order Number.
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Fig. 10. Panama 'City! First Day.

Fig. 11. Colon First Day.

I IDJI i recall the first time I sass Lindbergh proofs probably only the first two for I noted that thes wc:, or, a poor
qualm white paper almost a newsprint It was during a sisit to Mr Dosle at the Mount Hope Pre.- I'L late 192h
Knowing of ins interest in stamps. Doyle took me into his office. carefully making sure no one else was around. and opened
his safe He said he had something to show me that I might like to see He was right'

L

It was the proof sheets of to in black of the Iwo Lindbergh stamps I do not remember the endorscincilis of
"CANCELLED" cis et-prints so the ones I sass could base been the first set noted abose I was unable to persuade him that
they would look better in Ins collection than hidden in his safe I nes cr saw am of the proofs again until Helnie's eshibit at
WESTPEX about 1972 It is quite possible that the proofs shown here finalls escaped from Dosle's safe- and it is also
possible that there is a third set around Unfonunatels I do not own an of them
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Thanks are due to Dr lames B Heline for details of
the pros enananee of the proofs
The "LLEGADA " cachet was onls used in Panama
CO and only on Jarman . 9. 19211 The "LOS CORREOS
NACIONALES " cachet was used in Colon beginning
January 9. and in Panama Cm. from /airman 10 Use of the
special cachet postmarks continued at least until January 27
Corers exist with a pnnted cachet, but are not
common A presentation sheet upon which the mint stamps
were mounted was marketed locally by the Canal Zone Stamp
Company
This article is reproduced with permission from the
219. No 2. Whole No 1[17.
Second Quarter. 1993
Canal lone Phorioch q

1915 PANAMA FIRST DA1' COVER

by Das id J. Leeds
The 191 5 issue of Panama commemorated the
opening of the Panama Canal It was a beautifulis produced
effort of the American Bank Note Company Hcsdon sass
the company's work at its best"
The 1915 set included only the salucs shown At
this time the Canal Zone issued oserprinted Panama stamps
but onh in the required salucs lc 2e. 5c and Ilse These
four a y el-printed stamps were simultaneousl y issued in the
Canal Zone March 4. (415
Other "special request' values were issued later.
usually first oserprinted for the Canal Zone then without the
ON crprint for Panama First day dates are not known for the
later issues
This cos CT is registered and has Match 1. 1915
backstamps of both Colon and Cristobal Since the two
offices were Icss than half a mile apart the transfer of mail
was frequent
These stamps arc not common and onl y infrequently I
show up on commercial cosecs This first da y CO% et is the
first that has conic to our attention
A listing of all Panama first dry s is in preparation
Members are requested to send wren:es of first dm cos ers of
definitis e and pros istonal issues to David ) Leeds Hos
491472 Los Angeles CA 90049
This CO% cr has been reduced 10°,, to fit on the page
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PANAMA METERS

A small accumulation of Panama postal meters has been acquired over many years.
It is by no means comprehensive and lacks current material, Hopefully, this
brief article will stimulate interest among the members and perhaps turn up other
varieties.
All of the meters viewed so far are the standard pictorial Pitney-Bowes devices
representing the almost five centuries old Tower of Panama with a circle date
stamp {CDS} and denomination. Corner cards do not always indicate the lessee of
the device, particularly for those used by steamship agencies. In addition to
a variety of corner cards, ship's passenger mail is frequently metered. Panama
City meters predominate, with Colon less common. Dates follow the European
tradition (day. month, year} with the month usually in Roman numbers. Many
covers have additional postal tax stamps. Six general types are noted,
I

Type I, 36mm
REPUBLICA DE PANAMA
Boxed value
Single CDS, R.P.
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Type II, 49mm
REPUBLICA DE PANAMA
Single CDS, R.P
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Type II/, 55mm
CORREOS DE LA REPUBLICA DE
PANAMA
Boxed value
Single CDS, R.P.
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Type IV, 60mm
CORREOS DE LA REPUBLICA DE
PANAMA
Boxed value
Double CDS, R de P
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Type V, 67mm
REPUBLICA DE PANAMA CORREOS
Denomination in Balboas
Double CDS, R. de P.

11

L
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Type VI, 61mm
REPUBLICA DE PANAMA CCRREOS
Denomination in Balboas
Boxed; Large serial numbers.

S

,

35

.

_...--Please send tor listing
td ditions and corrections are solicite d and welcomed.
DAVID J. LEEDS, PO Box 491472, Los Angeles, CA 90049
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REPORT OF THE 1994 GENERAL MEETING

The 1994 COPAPHIL bienniel general meeting was held at NAPEX in Arlington VA from 24-26 June 1994
Board members present were President David J. Leeds. V.P. Ray lreson, Treasurer Jim Cross, Past President Debbs .
Fnedman and Bill Welch. Members signing the roll included Brian Moorhouse. Peterborough, England. Bob Fletcher.
Nazareth PA. David King. Ellicott City MD, Gerard Marque. Alexandria VA; Dr. Michael Dixon, Potomoac MD; Allan
Harris. Hayward CA-, Bob Shack, Stratford PA, Dan Barber. Lansing MI; and new member Sam Pezzillo,Birmingharn AL,
The show was held in the Sheraton National Hotel, located near the Pentagon. The exhibits and 44 dealers were
located in the ballroom and another 13 dealers were in it smaller room opposite The society hospitality tables and LISPS
booth were located in the wide hallway between the two rooms. There was ample parking in the garage located beneath the
hotel (54.00 on Fnday and free on the weekend). Ray lreson brought the one frame COPAPHIL Colombia/Panama
information exhibit which was displayed in a frame next to our society- table. Meetings were held in an adjoining building.
Jim Cross brought the COPAPHIL Colombia reference collection. Sixteen pages were mounted in a frame in the
exhibits area to replace an exhibit which did not arrive The rest were shown at his presentation on Colombia forgenes on
Saturday morning David Leeds spoke on Panama forgeries in the second part of this meeting.
Many COPAPHIL members and Canal Zone collectors got together for an informal dinner at an excellent Cuban
restaurant near the hotel which was selected by Bob Karrar of the Istinian Collectors Club (ICC). The food was authentic
Cuban cuisine. Most of us dined on "puerco asado con frijoles All board members attended except Bill Welch who was
unable to locate the restaurant. It was heartwarming to see Bill in good health following his kidne y' transplant operation.
The general membership meeting was held on Saturda y morning with President David Leeds presiding. David
announced that he was relinquishing the office and introduced Ray Ireson who has agreed to serve as President for the
1994 . 19% biennium. There was a general discussion of current and planned activities
The Board of Directors met on Sunda y afternoon. Jim Cross presented the Financial report for the year thru 15
June. Ray lreson reported that the accounts for 1992-3 had been audited and found to be in order. Ray also presented a
draft revision of the by-laws for discussion. He agreed to incorporate a number of suggestions and circulate a revised draft
to board members Members reporvd that attempts to find a member willing to become vice president had been
unsuccessful and it was decided to leave the office vacant temporarily while continuing the search It was agreed to hold the
next bienniel meeting at CAPEX in Toronto. Canada in 1996 and the president was directed to investigate the cost of
society tables at that show and possible kindred organizations that might be willing to share a table.
A major topic of discussion was the quality of COPACARTA. Jim Cross reported that he planned to purchase a
new computer. Agreement in principle was reached to defray a portion of his costs by making a small quarterly payment
for each issue over the next four years. so long as Jim remains as editor. He was asked to submit a proposal to this effect for
formal approval after selecting his computer hardware and software.
On Sunda y. afternoon Alex Rendon, a member of the NAPEX jury panel, presented a slide show of the highlights
of his collection of Colombia local posts which was exhibited non-competitively . at our 1990 meeting at FLOREX This is a
truly outstanding collection of this scarce material The exhibit includes many multiples and covers and it was a treat to see
the slides and listen to Alex's presentation Finally. Jim Cross showed his one frame exhibit of Santander featuring the
covers from the Moreno correspondence. He announced that four of the duplicate covers from the correspondence had been
sold and that those in the exhibit would be sold as a single lot at the end of July.
An untimely rainstorm forced Bob Karrar to 'Hoy t the planned Sunday picnic at his Alexandria VA home indoors.
Bob. his wife and daughter were excellent hosts and hostesses and it was a pleasure to see his tastefully decorated home
filled with handicrafts from many parts of Latin America. Attendees also had an opportunity to view part of Bob's
collection of Panama post cards. Unfortunately. the rain also cut back somewhat on the picnic attendance and Bob reported
in the latest issue of the ICC Journal that his family had to eat hot dogs for a week to use up the leftovers. Quite a few of
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our members also collect Canal Zone and further joint meetings with Canal Zone collectors are being planned
Five COPAPHIL

members exhibited at NAPEX .

Ray Ireson received a gold award for "The Panama Canal Story'." This is a thematic exhibit which tells the broad
story of the canal from the European discoveries of the Isthmus and the exploration of the Americas thru the canal
construction. I first saw the exhibit when I met Ray In Miami in 1981 It is a pleasure to see how it has progressed As
reported elsewhere in the journal Ray has won numerous awards with this exhibit

David Leeds showed an exhibit entitled 'Panama Postal Stationery " In addition to the traditional postal
stationer y he included quite a number of unusual ancillary items such as free frankings. etc. The judges were cntical of this
liberal interpretation of the term and the exhibit was awarded only a silver medal, even though It contains many very scarce
items. ABNCo archival material, etc.
Debb y Friedman showed "The Postal Stationery of Colombia 1880-1904" which received a gold award and the
reserve grand award for the show. Debby probably has the most comprehensive collection of early Colombian postal
stationery in existence The exhibit contains many scarce and unusual usages. One of the highlights is a complete set of
the Pehlke viewcards, both unsurchargcd and surcharged.

Eric Harris sent an exhibit of "Colombia-Registration" which showed the registration stamps. registration
markings and registration etiquettcs with many scarce examples of usage on co er It includes a unique use of the 1881
registered envelope franked with an 1883 registration stamp (Scott F8), rather than the 1881 stamp (Scott F7) which was
normally used on this envelope. The exhibit was on album pages with rather extensive write-ups and was down-graded by
the judges for not meeting U.S. national exhibit standards. It received a silver award and the COPAPHIL award
for the best exhibit of Colombia or Panama by an exhibitor who had not previously won this award.
Allan Harris exhibited "Panama Acrophilately 1925-1937" which received a silver-bronze award.
This was Allan's first experience at a major national show and 1 am sure he learned a lot from it. He was accompanied by
his wife who is from Concepcion, Panama and two daughters both of which entered exhibits in the youth section of the
show.
For newer members it is probably appropriate to review the COPAPHIL by-laws. COPAPHIL is operated as a
non-profit organization, but it is not formally incorporated The Board of Directors was initially elected by the charter
members, but it is a self-perpetuating group The only qualification for membership is a willingness to work for
COPAPHIL and to attend the bienniel meetings if possible. Officers arc the President. Vice-President. Secretary and
Treasurer The immediate past president and COPACARTA editor are ex-officio members of the board. One of the
proposals being considered is to also make the Sales Manager and Librarian ex-oticio members of the Board. Vacancies on
the Board are filled be appointment by the remaining board members. Any member interested in serving on the Board
should contact the President
The board also appoints representatives for Europe, Colombia and Panama. The duties of these positions are to
promote COPAPHIL in their areas, to organize regional meetings of COPAPH1L members and to act as liaison with
national philatelic organizations
Major activities of the Board arc to review the annual COPAPHIL budget. set the level of dues, select the site for
the bicnniel meeting and plan the calendar for the meetings The board also reviews requests for publication of specialized
manuscnpts. Tentative approval has been given to support publication of a comprehensive bibliography of the two
countries and revenue stamp catalogs for the two countries.
The organization maintains a savings account in the California Federal Bank. Current], our surplus funds are
invested in a series of medium term certificates of deposit with staggered maturity dates which would make funds available
for a publication on six-months notice.
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THE MARKET REPORT

The big news in the market for Colombia collectors is the CORINPHILA auction which will be held from 24-29
Oct 1994 in Zurich, Switzerland The Latin American section of the sale includes a unglue Colombia Grand Prix collection
which will be sold in 500 lots This outstanding collection of classic Colombia includes all known tete beches and the error
of cliche as well as outstanding covers including the only known three color first issue franking and a second issue three
color combination on a letter to the USA. If vou have not received a notice of the sale, write to CORINPHILA, Beilerivesu.
34 CH-80344 Zurich or FAX +41-1-383 09 14.
New COPAPHIL member Dieter Bartlett* is a partner in FILA-MAIL. a mail bid auction located in Bogota
COPAPHIL has received his first two sales catalogs which have included some interesting and seldom seen matenal from
Colombia. If you are not receiving a catalog and would like one, write to Subastas par Correa. Calle 119 NO 7-47. Bogota,
Colombia .
The 15-16 June 1994 Chem-stone Auction again offered two sets of the Colombia 1935 Barranquilla games issue.
These seem to be the same sets which have been offered in previous sales and were appparently unsold. The Panama
section contained a 1915-1916 5 centavos inverted center, Scott 212a. Prices realized for this sale have not been received.
The 23-24 June 1994 sale of Stanley Gibbons Auctions included 80 lots of Colombia including a number of
specialized lots of Rod Cross and other topical interest including unadopted essays, artwork, proofs, and errors 1 found the
estimated prices of many of the lots to be unusually high, an opinion also held by Brian Moorhouse. The estimate for the
lot which contained the Cauca Issue fete-bechc sheet described elsewhere in this issue which also contained a number of
sheets of Santander surcharges was at least double the market value of the material. It will be interesting to see the prices
realized and find out how many of the lots sold
Brian Moorhouse offered an 1892 Panama registered cover with franking including an 1888 20c black on lilac and
and 1892 Inc orange with Colombian registration stamp which included a Ligne 1) French Paquebot marking in his
November 1993 sale It sold for 240 pounds sterling or approx. 5360. Brian's May 1994 safe offered a cover franked with
a pair of the 1887 Panama 5 centavos stamps which sold for 170 pounds or approx. $255. That is the eighth reported 5
centavos cover from this issue. The Colombia section of the sale offered AnUocrwa Scott 24a mint with some ink marks on
reverse and a crease There was also a used copy of the 1878 Antioquia 10 centavos on pclure paper. Sr alt 28, which some
experts believe is scarcer than Scott 24a.

SPACE FILLERS (Continued from page 22)
The position of vice president of COPAPHIL is current's . vacant. Duties of the office arc few. but anyone accepting
the position should be willing to serve as president of COPAPHIL in the future. Tasks of the 1996-1998 biennium will
include arranging COPAPHIL activities at PACIFICA and at the 1998 general meeting which may possibly he held at a
midwcsi location For several years President Ray hewn has audited our accounts. Now a new auditor is needed
Members willing to volunteer for these Iwo positions should Contact the president.
Quite a few articles have already. been received for the next issue of COPACARTA, but there is always room for
more One of the articles in hand expands on the Counterfeits and Reprints column about the 1865 Cubiertas These arc
difficult to illustrate and the results in the original article were disappointing. I believe the illustrations in the new article
will be a big improvement
My visit to the Library of Congress was a bit disappointing. In place of the open stack policy in the microfilm
room. they moss have the films of the Gaceta de Panama in locked cabinets and each reel must be requested separately The
holdings of the Gaceta de Santander arc disappointing, although 1 did find the material for the article in the current issue
Do any of our members in Colombia has•c arrIms to the issues for 1903-19047 I am very much interested in obtaining
information which might support revisions to the Scott catalog listings of the issue
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SPACE FILLERS

As you have already noticed COPACARTA has undergone a faceliftmg. We have a revised bannerhead on the
front page. COPACARTA has also been registered in the International Serials Index and the ISSN is in the letterhead.
This issue has been prepared on my daughter's computer so that 1 can try the hardware and software before deciding on the
exact configuration that I want to purchase. I have signed up for a 32-hour course at the local education center on WORD
PERFECT for WINDOWS. In addition to the improved printing quality. the use of the laser printer permits selection of a
slightly smaller type size. As a result I can get about 23% more text on a page.
That has caused a few problems in the preparation of this issue. 1 drafted the articles that l prepared on my
computer at home. Then I had to stretch them out to fill the additional space. In a few instances 1 have not been completely
successful. so there are some blank spaces. Since my daughter lives in Escondido CA each trip to prepare part of the issue
has involved a sixty mile drive. And of course 1 have had the usual problems associated with using a new and unfamiliar
computer. The worst of these was the loss of four pages of text that was ready to pnni. Thus far 1 have not made any
changes to the basic style of the publication except to use bold print for the titles. There will probably be more as I get
better acquainted with the software.
The quality of photos in COPACARTA is still a matter of concern The front cover photo was scanned from the
color pnnl at the same time that the masthead was scanned. This is not just our problem. I have noted a similar problem
in the last two issues of THE OXCART, journal of the Costa Rican society. Many of the interesting postal history items
are difficult to photocopy because the colored paper was used for the envelopes.
The A.P.S. furnished COPAPHIL a set of mailing labels for its members who list Colombia and/or Panama as
their specialty. We mailed invitauons to 108 A.P.S. members and have already received a number of applications as a
result With this start there is a real possibility to reach the 200 member level by the end of this year A membership
application is being mailed with this issue. If you have a friend or acquaintance who collects Colombia or Panama and is
not a COPAPHtL member. see if they would like to join If not, keep the membership application in your Ides for future
use.
I can't conceal my disappointment at the small attendance at our NAPEX meeting. Ray lreson has already written
about this in his first President's letter This follows upon poor attendance at the meetings in Orlando and San Diego. 1 am
sure that every member has a good reason for deciding not to attend. but the sum of their individual decisions leads to a very
poorly attended show That is a pity. because these meetings offer one of the few opportunities you will have to meet other
collectors who share the specialty- and to see exhibits with scarce items that you may never otherwise have the opportunity to
see. Undoubtedly. attendance at the next meeting will he better, since it will be held in conjunction with an international
exhibition
(continued on page 20)
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PUBLICATION FROM YOUR LIBRARY: COPACARTA_ Volumes I-XI complete. U.S. and Canada $65.00. other
$85.90. Single Volumes: U.S and Canada $7.50, other $9.00. 'Postal Histors and Postmarks of the Audiencia of Quito"
by George Maier. U.S./Canada hard cover $33.00, soft cover $28.00. others add $2.00 to these prices. Above prices
include airmail postage. COPAP3-1IL LIBRARY, 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321 Burlingame CA 94010. Make checks
payable to Robert A D'Elia.
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COPAPHR, NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (as of 30 Nov 1994)
327
326

ROLLIE M HARRIS
TONY S W YEONG

6 Echo Hill
Orchard P 0 Box 265

Montvale NJ 07645
Singapore 9123

USA
SINGAPORE

Panama, Zone 9
Bogota

PANAMA
COLOMBIA

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
C06
C53

DR ERNESTO AROSEMENA . Apartado 9415
JAIRO LONDON() TAMAYO . Apartado 25 37 72

DROPPED FOR NON-PAYMENT OF DUES
129 KENNETH ADAMS
264 LAWRENCE H JENNINGS
228 ALAN KOHN
280 DALE P DRAKE
C25 HARRY A EISENSTE1N
251 FRANK O'KEEFFE
271 MARIO ORTIZ GOMEZ
246 JORGE GOMEZ
288 RON WESTPHAL
The following additional members have donated at
least $5.00 and are recognized as contributing members
for 1994-1995:
C06 E. Arosemena
150 M. Bern
143 C. Chambonnet
181 A. Foster
31 I D. Rivieros

101 ADOLFO QUELQUEIEU JR
298 ABRAHAM SIEGEL
168 DAVID M TWEDT
278 NEAL B WEST

Colombia codes 02-06 and 08. Mr. Yeong collects
Colombia codes 02 and 16 and Panama codes 51, 62 and
66. Mr. Robert Zaldua collects Colombia codes 01-17
and 19 and Panama codes 51-55. Mr. George Zelenka
collects Panama codes 51-68.

148 B Sanders
106 F. Stjemholck
C80 J Vadeboncouer
243 C. Valenzucla
C82X W Walton

Juan Santa Maria, distinguished Colombian
collector was invited to sign the Roll of Distinguished
Philatelists at the 76th Philatelic Congress of Great
Bntain held at Chelmsford on 10 September 1994. Sr
Santa Maria joists Jairo London° as the second
Colombian who has received this honor within the last
five years.
President Ray Ir&son's exhibit, " Development of
Aviation & Airmail Services in Colombia" was shown
in the lobby of the International Civil Aviation Orgn
building in Montreal for the ICAO 50th Anniversary

Collecting interests of a number of our new
members were inadvertently omitted from the previous
issue and are shown here Mr R. Harris collects
Colombia codes 01-06, 10-I I and Panama codes 54, 5657 and 59-60. Mr. James Johnson collects Colombia
codes 01-07, 10-13, 16-17 and 19-20 and Panama codes
54, 56-57, 59 and 61.
Mr. Eli Swelland collects
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
in this project are members Bob Mitchell and Gary
LaCrosse In due course they propose to publish a
catalogue of their findings. if any of our other members
are knowledgeable m this particular field, I would ask
them to please contact any of those three stalwarts (their
addresses can be found in the Membership List which is
distributed annually) and make available to them whatever information they may possess on such issues. After
all, the sharing of information is one of the aims and
objects of our Society
The halcyon days of summer are now behind us fat
least for those of us that reside in the northern regions,
like me) and the advent of the long winter months will
give us all en opportunity to stop and reflect for a
moment on the ways and means by which each of us can
further the 'turns and objectives' of our Society Are any
of your collector friends at all interested in Colombia
andfor Panama" Tell them about CDPAPIIIL, and urge
them to join our ranks. Go over your shoe-box of
duplicates and prepare -lots'. for our future mail bid
sales Or you can write en article about your favorite
Colombian/Panamanian stamp (don't worry about form
.. Jim wilt be glad to edit it) Participate with pride in
our activities)
In closing, I extend to all of our Members, far and
wide, my Warmest Compliments of the Season and my
Best Wishes for A Happy 1995M

The good news that 1 have to tonvey to you this
quarter is that member Dr. Antonio Chedid of Lake
Forest IL has volunteered to fill the vacancy of VicePresident Needless to say, his gracious offer was
accepted with heartfelt thanks! Welcome aboard the
Board (of Directors), Antonio: ,
Since reading our Editor's 'Review" of the 1994
edition of Leo "Iemprano's catalogue, I have received a
copy of same by the kind courtesy of member Dieter
Bortfeldt of Bogota Jim's review (in the previous issue
of COPACARTA mentions the fact that Dieter has
compiled a list of those Colombian issues since the
"Post-Centenary" (1959) which he has found to have
either fluorescent of phosphor papers as well as normal
paper, and this listing appears as a special' section ar the
end of the catalogue be honest with you: 1 had no
idea until now that these different papers existed in
Colombian stamps! To the best of my knowledge no
other catalogue has mentioned this important fact before
now My hat is off to Dieter for his important contribution to broadening everyone's knowledge about
Colombian philately! Another "congratulatory mention"
I have to make about Dieter is that he has joined the
ranks of' stamp designers' The 1993 issues of "Famous
Colombians" and the series of "Colombian Tourist
Scenes were the product of his artistic talents. "Bravo",
Dieterl
Another of our long-time members, Alan Anyon. is
doing research ono the Colombian revenue stamps and
other "Back of the Book" items. Collaborating with him

Raymond W. lreson

PREGUNTAS

9401 A member has submitted a photocopy of a small sheet of gummed labels which seem
to have been taken from a booklet A copy of the label is reproduced in the box at the right
The labels appear to have been produced by the newspaper "La Estrella" to commemorate
a National Week celebrated from 25-31 Jan 1941
Can anyone supply information about these labels and the purpose for which they were
issued' What was the significance of "La Semana Nacioria17 . How scarce are the labels',

9402 A member has a copy of Bolivar Scott 94. the 1904 1 centavo gold

currency stamp
normally found in blue The copy is in red and the collection in which it was found had
a note indicating it was formerly in the Franklin D Roosevelt collection. Was this a proof or trial color' Does anyone have
examples of the other two stamps in the set in other than the issued colors"
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FURTHER NOTES ON FORGERIES OF THE 1865 COLOMBIAN CUB1ERTAS
by BILL WALTON
smaller apparent D flaw - missing upper left corner the illustration of forgery type I in the "FORGERIES
AND REPRINTS" article. No type I forgery 1 have
personally examined has shown this flaw.
Finally, as noted in the earlier article, the genuine
cub ten ts have a C and N (at left and nght respective-1y),
pnnted in brown in the upper half of the yellow
scrollwork surrounding the address panel The C and N
are thin and serifed, and are tall compared to the letters
found on forgeries. I have never seen the meaning of the
letters authoritatively defined (as designer's initials. for
example), but Correos Nacionales seems a reasonable
assumption

The FORGERIES AND REPRINTS column on this
subject in the March '94 COPACARTA (Xl13, p.64)
caught my eye, as 1 have been interested in forgeries of
thecubiertas for many years. These notes arc an attempt
to expand upon the information already offered, in hopes
of eliciting further observations and reports from other
members.
1 am aware of five types of forgeries. All appear to
have been targeted at collectors, none of them appear to
have been counterfeits intended to defraud the Post No
reprints are known, but there are the "facsimiles" of the
Senf Brothers of Leipzig. As many collectors know,
thebrothers were leading dealers and journal publishers
by the 1870's, and their business - including catalogs lasted into this century. For many years. they created
and distributed well-done and attractive imitations of
many stamps as premium incentives for collectors.
These facsimiles • including the cubiertas - were created
from their own original printing base, and are not
reprints in any customary philatehc sense: they are
forgeries (though with no intent or ability to defraud)
and have the distinction of being clearly labeled as such
with the word "facsimile."

THE FORGERIES
Al! examples of every type I have seen are
lithographed on wove paper, as are the genuine. In every
case, however, these forgery types can he easily differentiated from the genuine, and from one another, by
many characteristics. The following "type notes" are
simply quick and easy points of identification — they are
by no means the only points of difference.
Type I, described in the earlier article, shows I i at
left and K at right instead of C and N. See photos on
page27. The H and K are unserifed and very small Both
the 250 and 500 occur in this type, and while I have not
found the 500 gummed, 1 do have a 250 gummed, so it
seems likely the 50f originall y had gum as well
The H and K may be a bit of deliberate whimsy in
this forgery. I have been unable to attribute either letter
(let alone both) to the productions of any known forger
Both values of type i are fairly good reproductions
of the genuine, although many derails (some letter
shapes. diagonal shading in the flag, scrollwork details,
etc) are different. The lithographer's imprint (lower left)
and "Bogota 1865' (lower right) are both reproduced
from the genuine Genuine examples were clearly the
starting point for these two forgeries, and (for the most
part) differences occur only in the details of design

THE GENUINE. ISSUES
The issued cubiertas (H&G CCI&2, see page 27)
are lithographed on wove paper, gummed. There are
three significant differences between the two issued
values, as follows:
The '250 " in the two upper corners of CCI. is in
•
simple unshaded characters. The "500" of CC2 is in
shaded characters creating a "shadow box" depth
effect.
The second line of the legend on the 250 reads ''-sin
•
contenido," and on the 500 "-con contenido."
•
The third line of the legend — the "VALE' hne —
is in Lamented letters on the 250, and in heavily
serifed letters on the 500.
With these exceptions - the three elements which
had to be separately created for the two values - the 250
and 500 show many common points suggesting they
were both taken from the same master source. or that the
printing base for one value was subsequently derived
from that of the other Perhaps the most obvious shared
characteristic is the complete missing top of the I) of
ESTADOS in the top line of all genuine 250 and 50*.
(I have never seen this D flaw replicated on any of
the forgery types l was quite surprised, in fact, to see a

This included ''repairing" the D. The white ornamental
pattern in the address panel must have been s problem.
however, because it has been totally reworked in a new
format used for both values: an interesting element of
this reworking - which if anything is sharper and clearer
than that of the genuine - is that the extreme left and
right white ornaments are completely different from one
another.
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Break in D of ESTADOS and the difference in text between the 251 and 501.

STA008 MUMS DE COLOMBIA

CC1

• ar-'4.J.,

GENUINE STAMPS

CC2

Value figures enlarged below illustrate the
unshaded characters of the 251 and the shadowbox shading of the 501. Note also the
VALE...line, unserifed on the 251 and serifed
on the 501.

Enlargements from
above show C at left

...end N at right.

VA
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Type 1 Forgeries

25f

,CINCUENTAL-:V, NTA.,
•
50.

Note differing left i right panel ornaments.
Enlargement of H at left ... and K at right.
Type 2, also described in the FORGERIES ANT)
REPRIN / S article, shows no trace of the Hat left but
does show a K at the right (I believe the text m the
original article transposed this in error) The K matches
that of type 1 but As slightly weaker Only traces of the
lower margin inscnptions arc visible I have found only
the 250 value in type 2, and it is gummed
in fart type 2 appears to be a forgery created not from
a genuine 25K, but from a type I forgery. It matches type
I m almost every imps-AA, such as a break in the top of the

8 in 186 which does not occur on genuine eisamplm. For
the most pan it differs from type l only in very fine detail
such as the absence of the H and the weaker K Most
conspicuous, however, is the white ornamentation in the
address panel, which on type 2 is so weak and indistinct
that it appears mostly as a blur These points strongly
suggest the creation of type 2 began with a direct
photographic reproduction of type I In short, this forger
seems to have produced a poor forgery of a forgery. See
photo on next page
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Type 2 iargery

Blurred white scrollwork.
Blank at left
weak K at right.
All of these forgeries show a break at the top of the 8 In 186

nght, but no trace of the lithographer's imprint appears at
the lower left.
The 500 type 3 is another matter, and shows the
problems forgers sometimes encounter In this case, a
genuine 500 (or illustration of one) - or even a forged 500
was clearly not at hand, which led theforger to make sonic
rather poor guesses by simply duplicating his 250 forgery
with only value changes. The means the 500 type 3 (a)
has 500 m the two upper corners in plain unshaded
characters; (b) the second Line reads "—sin contenido" (as
the 250 does) instead of "— con contentdo` (as the 500
should); (c) the third (VALE) line is in un-senfed letters
instead of the 500 serifed style. Most remarkably, the
VALE line reads CINQUANTE instead of C1NCUENTA,
provoking some obvious speculation about the nationality
of the counterfeiter. See page 10 for photos of the type 3
counterfeits.

Type 3 is another original production, It correctly
shows C at left and N u tight, serifed, but smaller in size
than the genuine Both the 250 and 500 occur in type 3,
but only the 250 could possibly cause any confusion, as
will be shown. I have seen type 3 only without gum
The 250 type 3 is a fairly good replication of the
genuine in the numerals and their surrounding garters,
and in the first three lines of text, although many details
of letter shape, shading. etc are wrong The complete 13
of ESTADOS immediately identifies it as a forgery,
however. Another key recognition point is in the 6 of
186 not only are all three digits very different from the
genuine, but the 6 has been compressed so that it does not
touch the garter above it (which the genuine always does).
The white scrollwork in the address panel is very clear,
but very different from that of the genuine (or of the type
forgery). "Bogota 1865" is quite clear at the lower
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Type 3 FFFFF ries

Although this type has C at left and N at right as the genuine, the 0 of
ESTADOS is complete.
- – -

Enlargement shows smaller C at left and R at
'Compressed' 6 of 186 -right than genuine.
Panel redrawn.
does not touch garter above it.

The 50f forgery was made by copying the 2S,
value, as can be seen by the unshaded value
characters, the 2nd line, which reads 'sin
contenido • instead of 'con contenido,' and
the 3rd (VALE...) line, which IS unserlfed
It
as the Mt genuine stamp, not the 50t.
reads CINOUANTE instead of C1NCUENTA.
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Type 4 Forgery

254

Panel redrawn similar to Type 3.
Note especially, the value garter does not
touch the tap border, whereas in the genuine and all other forgeries shown
here, It does. 6 of 186 does not touch garter above it, but is not
'compressed.'
Letters in • Certification • line toe tall (4mm).

faithful of all the forgeries to the genuine The white
ornamental pattern in the address panel, for example –
although it has been redrawn and enhanced – is by far the
closest to capturing the genuine design Aside from
theadded "FACSIMILE." and the missing letters. though
there are many points of difference. such as the absence of
the lithographer's imprint and "Bogota 1865." While the
186 is similar to the genuine, the serif of the 1 is much
too long and too separate from the upnght, and die top of
the 6 is jog clear of the garter. Photos of type 5 forgeries
are shown on page 32 Following them on pages 32-33
are photos showing the scrollwork on the gen uine stamp
and on the five types of forgeries.

Type 4 - which 1 have seen only in the 250, without
gum - appears to have been en original creation using the
type 3 250 as a model However, there are no letters at the
len or light. The value garters – which on the genuine and
on all other forgeries touch the upper border – are well
clear of it on type 4. The "Certification" line, with lower
case letters over 4mm. High, is much too tall The 186 is
in the simple style of type 3, and also shows the 6 top
well clear of the garter, but the address panel is clearly
copied from type 3, but redrawn. As in type 3, there is no
lithographer's imprint at the lower left, but "Bogota 1865
(again redrawn) clearly appears at the lower right. Here
again, a forger (no doubt unwittingly) used a forgery to
create his own forgery, but this time with more distinctive
results.
Type S was also an original production. It is
immediately recognizable by "FACSIMILE," in the
center of the address panel, lithographed in brown and
clearly printed as part of the forgery rather than
subsequently added. No letters appear al the sides The
paper is somewhat heavier and stiffer than that of the
genuine or the other forgenes, and I have seen it only
ungummed The 25c and 50c both occur.
Both values of type 5 are in some respects the most

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Many elements of the genuine vs. the Forged cubiertas
of this issue (and others) are probably worth more study
– for example, the method of color application in the
flags, more precise dating and atn-ibunon of forgery types
1 to 4, the existence of other types beyond the five for
of the 500 se type 2 or 4), etc. I would be pleased 113 see
reports in future issues of COPACARDI, or to hoar from
collectors at 125 Turtleback Road, Califon, N J 07830
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Type S To piarist

The FACSIMILE forgeries. Wo letters left or right. VWe most like the
originals, there are many dffferentes; for example, the serif on the 1 of
is much too long, and the 6 does not touch the sortie.
186

ESTADOS 'MMUS DE COLOMBIA

254

cnrapENTA c;prit
.

504

GEVVINE PAVEL

Sti, •

%Pei-IP ' • "--- r"

The white scrollwork is somewhat indistinct, with florets.
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FORGERIES

Type I

It Is clearer than the original,
Mote curlicues replace florets.
and the right and left end ornaments are completely different.
ti

f..,5M7r4 eC-7.
s

, 04

v.6. •

oak 1

:*

C

r

: 7

411

always blurred in appearance.

Type 2

Type 3

The white scrollwork is redrawn. which can be seen especially in
the center scrollwork.

Typ e 4

Again redrawn. Rote again the center ornamentation which on this
forgery almost comes together.

LA$ .
Type 5

4 :4
fcr.?:
in
Z"-t•a—f•':1•I'1%4

The FACSIMILE imprint sets this apart.
closest to the original.
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COLOMBIAN REGISTRATION ETIQUETTES
by Eric Harris

From 1883 the registration stamps of Colombia made
provision for the registration number to be entered on the
stamp and registration etiquettes were not generally
applied. However, two early types are Imown -

Editor's Note the term "etiquette is apparently one of
those usages m which Hnttsh and American differ The
Collegiate American dictionary does not show this usage
for what Amencans call registration labels. I have retained
the author's usage.
.I

r.C....d.!................-N-.....A....1.1U',
' CORRLO Kt CO8,01101 i
-X1411114

1 Correo del Comercio/
Cucuta-Colombia
Black on Vhite. Iaperf.

Type

,
t!

on cover via Maracaibo
to Germany January 1905
Also recorded February 1907

Type

2 Cartagena/ Transit°
Red on pale buff. P 14
on cover from Cucuta

6 Oct 1907 to Paris

while all airmail, which was the bulk of the commercial
sendings, was sent through the SCADTA offices which
continued to use handstruck marks and airmail
registration duty stamps. The types that have thus far
been recorded with towns from which they were used and
the inclusive dates of use known are -

The final national registration stamp was the
provisional IGic issued in 1925, with a last recorded date
in September, and later in the year the registration fee was
reduced, becoming 8 centavos Printed etiquettes, in the
"standard" UPU format then made their appearance, but
few have been recorded This may in part be due to the
fact that the labels were only used at National offices
f

.4

Type 3 Printed lane
In blue (shades)
Box 53 x 16 mm
Perf 10 & 10 x 13
Perfs generally poor

N?
; ilia'
kNi

TOWN
BARRANQU/LLA
BOGOTA
BUCARAMANGA
BUENAVENTURA
CALI
CARTAGENA
IBAGUE
MANIZALES
MEDELLIN I sub-type A)
MEDELLIN (sub-typed
SANTA MARTA

DATES OF USE
Dec 1925 to Dec
Mar 1926 to May
Jun 1928 to Dec
Dec 1925
Jul 1926 to Dec
Jul 1926
Jan 1929
Nov 1929
Feb 1926
Jul 1930 to Nov
Feb 1926

1927
1928
1929

NOTES
Earliest use of Type 3 11 Dec 1925

1926

1932

34

Accent on 1.
No accent on I.
No space after SANTA
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Type 4 Unnamed Box 53 x16
In blue (shades)
Perf 10 6 10 x 13
Perfs generally poor

These etiquettes were used without town name or with name entered in manuscript, by handstamp or typewriter.

TOWN

NOTES

DATES OF USE

BAREACOAS
JERI CO ANT
MEDELLIN
MOMPOS

Nov
Jun
May
Feb

1926
192? (1926?)
1928 to Sep 1934
1928

, CORRE05 DI cotomBIA

Town name entered
Town name entered
Used without town
Town name entered

by typewriter
by handstamp
name
in manuscript

Type 5

Forme C-41
In red
Box 46 x30 mm Perf 11
Printed by Lit. Eat. Bogota

n1 N g

•
TOWN
MEDELLIN
NUNCHIA
SOGOMOS 0

NOTES

DATES OF USE
Nov 1942
1939
1939

COPAPHIL MAIL BID SALE NUMBER 12
by Jim Cross
A consignor should be able to answer yes to the
question, "would I pay this much for this lor" If the
answer is no, either reduce the minimum bid or do not
send the lot Members who have material unlisted in
standard catalogs who do not have access to specialized
catalogs should send an inquiry first, before submitting
the consignment. For Colombia, local stamps are listed
and pnced in the Temprano specialized catalog Consular
airmail stamps are pnced in the Michel catalog (although
these prices are somewhat higher than those being paid in
the American market)
Finally, material should be consigned because you
want to sell it, not to test the market Consignors are
required to set minimum bids, because it is unreasonable
to expect the members who volunteer to conduct a mail
bid sale to be experts m all phases of the market and to
eliminate disputes which might result if the consignor
disagrees with the sale manager's minimum bid.

The catalog for mail bid sale is enclosed with this
issue The sale includes COLOMBIA only and contains
198 tots. 200 lots is about the optimum size for a sale as
they can be listed in an It page catalog which can be
mailed with COPACARTA for the 3oz, (45 gm.) rate
This sale features a fairly good selection of
Colombian stamps with strong coverage of proofs. The
postal history section features excellent lots of seldom
seen Colombian First Flight Covers, About 25% of the
lots are unsold lots from Sale 11. The minimum bids for
these lots have been reduced by the consignors.
I have chosen to list all of the lots received that can
reasonably be expected to sell for the minimum bid of
$5.00, but a number of these lots would have been
returned to the consignors if additional lots had been
received The main reasons why lots would have been
returned are condition , an excessively high minimum
bid, or items to common to be suitable for auction
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TH E EFFECTS OF THE "IWO DAYS" ON MAIL FROM PANAMA
by Jim Cross
In Volume 1 of COPACARTA I published a four part
article which included a details of the military history of
the "1000 Days" in Panama For the benefit of members
who have joined since that time, 1 will briefly recap the
action here. Those interested in it more detailed account
should request a photocopy of the article from the
COPAPHIL librarian
The civil war broke out on 12 October 1899 in
Socorro in the Department of Santander Fighting soon
spread throughout Colombia In Panama there was
considerable sympathy for the liberal cause, especially in
the interior. Rebels seem to have taken control of most of
the interior without a fight. An army was raised which
marched on the city of Panama in July i 900. The battle
which ensued was the only fighting in the area of the
cities of Panama and Colon during the war. Apparently
the rebel move was made too swiftly for American forces
to intervene to protect the rail line.
The rebels crossed the railroad near Corozal and
camped on Perry's Hill overlooking the city. They were
led by Belisano Pones. later President of Panama, and
Herrera They attacked the town at the Puente
de Calidonia. The government forces had excellent
defensive positions in nearby buildings and after two
days the rebels were routed leaving most of their force
dead or wounded on the battlefield.
The survivors retreated to the interior and there was
little further fighting in Panama dung the rest of 1900
and 1901. On Christmas Day 1901, General Benjamin
Herrera, the rebels best military leader, embarked his
army aboard a converted cattle-boat in ilE11803 in
southern Colombia and landed in Tonosi. In a daring raid
early the next year he attacked the harbor of Panama with
his "gunboat" and sank the two vessels which comprised
the Colombian Pacific navy aided by supporters in
Panama who organized a party For the crew the evening
before diminishing their capacity to defend their ships.
Herrera surrounded a government force in Aguadulce
which surrendered in March 1902 after a serge.
Herrera's units then withdrew to Chineui and new
government units advanced into the interior only to be
surrounded again in Aguadulce. The second battle of
Aguadulce also ended in surrender of the government
forces in July 1902. However, by this rime most of the
rebels in the rest of Colombia had been defeated and
there was little hope for a rebel victory. An armistice to
end the Civil War was signed on 2i November 1902

aboard the 11.S.S. Wisconsin which was stationed off
Colon at the time..
The war had less effect on postal service in Panama
than in the rest of Colombia A decree of 21 October 1899
required all letters to be brought to the post offices
unsealed for censoring. The decree did not specify how
censored letters were to be marked, but most towns in the
rest of Colombia eventually marked them either with
hand_stanips or manuscript entries. No evidence of
censorship markings from towns in Panama has as yet
been found. Rebel activities in Colombia apparently
caused suspension of postal service on part of the Pacific
route from Bogota to Buenaventura. although service
seems to have continued from Popayan and Cali to
Buenaventura Rebel activity along the lower Magdalena
River interrupted mail service for several months early in
the war and probably prevented shipment of additional
registration stamps from Bogota to Panama. As a result
the supply in Panama were exhausted about 15 March
Arrangements were made to print registration stamps
in Panama Meanwhile provisional registration stamps
were created by handstarriping the 10c stamp of the
current issue with a large R and the registration number
in black The existence of these stamps, which are not
currently listed in Scott, was first documented by Luff and
was described in more detail by Schay! Schay stated that
only a few hundred of these stamps were prepared and
used from 15-17 March 1900 He reported known uses of
registration numbers from 2096-2240 on these stamps
The earliest use of the new ilk registration stamps
(Scott F3) was on 17 or 18 March 1900. Schay states the
lowest registration number was 2244. By 26 Mar when
the cover in Figure 1 was mailed at least 329 stamps had
already been used in Panama Scott F3 was used until a
shipment of Colombian registration stamps was received
30 September 1900 While Schay's postal history is
correct, he made several errors in reporting the military
history The Lsthmus was never "in the hands of the
opposing liberal party" as he stated and this was not why
new supplies of stamps did not reach Panama.
The supply of Colombian registration stamps lasted
until August 1901 when Panama officials made a second
printing of registration stamps from the plates of the 1 900
issue These stamps. Scott F4, were placed in use in
Panama in August 1901 All known used copies have
machine numbers. None seems to have been sent to
Colon or Boas del Tom where ms numbers were used.
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Figure I - Cover showing use of Panama provisional registration stamp, Scott F3 from Panama 26 Mar 1900.
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Figure 2 - Cover showing regular postage stamps used to pay Late Fee
Possibly the supply of Colombian Late Fee stamps
was also exhausted as a 1901 cover is known from the

Maio correspondence on which Panama stamps (two 2c
and a bisect of a 1 c stamp) paid the Late Fee (Figure 2)
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the value of the Colombian peso in foreign exchange
declined drastically and it became virtually worthless.
When the depreciation of the peso came to the
attention of the U.P.U. it requested the Colombian
government to increase its postage rates. However, the
1902 decree merely doubled most postage rates and still
left Colombia with some of the lowest postage rates in the
CITA.). The rate increase took effect I Mar 1902 in all of
Colombia except Panama. However, it apparently did not
take effect immediately in Panama. Schay indicated that
the registration rate increased in Panama in May 1902
However in his later article about Acknowledgement of
Receipt stamps Schay indicated that the AIR rate did not
change until 1903 2 . That statement is known to be
incorrect and casts doubt upon the May 1902 date as well.
Since the Panama silver currency was probably not
affected by inflation, the 1902 rate increase represented
an increase in real terms over the rates in effect at the
beginning of the civil war.

Postal service m the three ports with National Postal
Agencies (Panama, Colon and Bocas del Toro) seems to
have continued at prewar levels, but overland service to
the Interior was probably interrupted. I have seen no
wartime civilian covers originating in intenor towns.
Howevers, such covers arc not plentiful from the pre-war
period and this is not conclusive. Several thousand
government soldiers from other parts of Colombia were
stationed on the Isthmus during the war. However, only
one cover has been reported which may have contained a
soldier's letter
American warships with marines aboard were
stationed off both coasts of Panama during much of the
war. No wartime letters from Amencan servicemen have
been recorded. According to military postal history
specialists, such letters would either have been mailed
locally using Panama stamps or would have been sent to
the U.S aboard supply ships and mailed in there.
The Colombian government financed much of the
cost of the war by printing paper coma:icy. As a result
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Figure 2 - December t902 cover 'boning three methods of paying for increased rates.
stamp, the higher registration rate by using a surcharged
registration stamp and the higher acknowledgement of
receipt rate by using two Colombian Sc A/R stamps
Revalued postal cards were not printed by Colombia
until the end of the 1902. Figure 4 shows a typical 1902
postal card with stamps added to pay the new 5c rate

Rates for letters, registration, acknowledgement of
receipt and latefees were doubled and the postal card rate
increased from 2 centavos to 5 centavos,
Figure 3 shows a cover which illustrates three
methods used to pay the higher rates The higher letter
postage rate was met by using a higher denomination
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References
I. Schay, Gustave. "The Registration Stamps of Panama"
The American Philatelic Congress Book 1961 p170.
2 Schay. Gustave "Panama, The Acknowledgement of
Receipt Stamps " The American Philatelic Congress
Book 1962 p115.

Two early Panama pic-ture post cards, both quite
Scarce, show scenes from" he1000 Days " Card 43116

from A.J. Simmons has the caption, "Saludos, Combate
de Panama (Puente de Calidorua) 25-26 juho de 1900 A
c1903 postal card of Maduro E Hijos shows a photo of
the signing of the treaty of peace aboard the "Wisconsin "
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THE MARKET REPORT
CORINPHILA SALE #90
THE LONDOISO CLASSIC COLOMBIA COLLECTION

(against an estimate of only SF 12,500) tot 6534, an
envelope sent by the 13ntish consul from Cartagena to
Mompos franked with the 20c blue and the 5c blue, sold
for SF 40,000.
There was one 1860 issue cover in the sale. This
item, probably the second most Important stamped cover
in Colombian philately, was lot 6600, a lenersheet sent
from Bogota to New York with full contents dated 16
June franked with a 20c blue on the front and a 5c blue on
the reverse flap It sold for SF 52,000.
There was also one 1861 issue cover in the sale, lot
6630. This is a lettersheet sent from Chita to Bogota
franked by a pair of the Sc yellow It sold for SF 30,000,
against a pre-sale estimate of SF 12.500.
Lot 31 was an 1864 We used on cover from Bogota
to France and sold for SF 2400 There were five 1865
issue covers in the sale. The highest realization was for
lot 6785, a cover sent from Bogota to London franked
with an XI' copy of the 20c blue of that issue
Lot 7155, a small envelope sent from Tunja to
Torino, Italy franked with the 1865 25c SOBREPORTE
stamp and the 1868 Ilk lilac, cancelled by an ms. Tunja
cancel, with added Italian IL SEGNATESSE stamp, sold
for SF 4200 This is one of the few covers showing the
use of a SOBREPORTE stamp and appears to indicate an
error by the postal authorities who failed to affix French
postage stamps to pay the postage from the port to Italy
Lot 6839, a cover sent from Cali to Linz, Austna in
1888 franked with two lc. four 2c and a 10c registration
stamp of the 1883 issue, sold for SF 1200, the highest
price recorded for a cover from 1886-1899
When the collection was exhibited at AMERIPEX in
1986 it contained several parcel post receipts for gold
shipments franked with stamps of later issues These
were not offered in the CORINPHILA sale
ERRORS. The sale included a number of the classic
errors of Colombia, often in multiples Lot 6500. a 5c
blue tete-beche pair with a tiny thin spot between the
stamps, sold for SF 4800 Lot 6501, a mint block of four
without gum of the same stamp with a tete-beche pair
including position 39, sold for SF 12,000 A third
tete-beche pair, lot 6502, with two insignificant closed
tears in the margin. sold for SF 5000. Another tete-beche
pair, lot 6503, used with a ins Buga cancel and two
insignificant closed tears in the margin, sold for SF 5200.
Based upon these selling prices, it would appear that an
the Scott price for a mint copy of 2a should be increased

The Latin American portion of this sale held in
Zurich, Switzerland on 24-29 October included the
classic Colombia collection of COPAPHIL member intro
London°. The collection which was sold on Saturday, the
29th realized over 780,000 Swiss francs plus the 15%
buyer's commissions, approximately $675,000. The cover
pictured on the front page of this issue, ex-Wickersham,
realized 77,000 Swiss francs plus a 15% buyer's
commission or about $67.500, a new record price for a
Colombian stamped cover.
The collection was divided into 688 lots. The first
343 lots were mainly mint stamps, multiples and uses on
cover of the 1859-1866 issues. The used stamps of these
issues were listed by cancels in the next 266 lots
including 177 lots of town cancels and 89 lots of numeral
cancels. Many of the cancel lots consisted of a single
stamp This is one of the first times a major auction has
offered used Colombian stamps in this way and it may
have contributed signi-ficantly to the success of the sale
The catalog contained 22 color plates and black and
white photos of the majority of the other lots. With the
prices realized it will be a major reference for Colombia
collectors for many years to come.
68 1859 issue lots and 46 1860 issue lots sold for SF
372.745. or about 48% of the total 65 1861 issue lots
sold for SF 98,640 1862-1866 issue lots sold for SF
173,220. The cancel lots sold for SF I 17,130
Every Colombia lot was sold. Only 12 lots sold for
less than their pre-sale estimated price and 45 sold for
their estimated price Among the first 323 lots. 7 sold for
the estimate and the rest sold for a higher price, often
quite a hit higher than the estimate. 29 cancels lots sold
for the pre-sale estimate and 7 lots sold for less
The collection, which won repeated international
gold medals for as owner, had an especially strong
showing of numeral cancels. These were applied with the
pre-stamp period handstamps which were used to mark
the rates on paid and unpaid covers. Thenumeral "0" was
also used to mark the corners of registered covers.
Numbers from 0-9,1 1/2 and 15 are known struck on stamps
in black, blue and red, but only the "0" is common.
COVERS The sale contained three first issue covers
besides the one already described Lot 6516, a lettersheet
sent from Honda to Bogota franked with two different
shades of die 10c stamp, sold for SF 13,000 Lot 6519, a
lenersheet sent from Cartagena to Mompos franked with
the 5c violet and the 10c red brown, sold for SF 32,000
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Sc yellow or buff and sold for SF 1500, 2600 and 2100
respectively Lot 6644 was a mint no gum example of the
retouched 1861 20c and sold for SF 3200. Lot 6665 was
the only known used strip of 3 of the 1861 1 Peso with
ms Pamplona cancel and sold for $2800 Lot 6659 was
the only known mint block of 4 of the 1 Peso ex-Larsen
and sold for SF 6500 The Larsen reconstruction of the
plate of the I Peso from mint and used singles sold was
lot 6669 and sold for SF 8000
Lot 6687, a spectacular used strip of 5 of the 1862
50c stamps sold for with a fancy circular TUNJA
handstamp, sold for SF 8500 A used block of 4 with the
same cancel, lot 6688, sold for SF 5800,
Thechoice item from the 1864 issuewas lot 6739, the
unique mint block of 4 showing a sideways cliche exFerrari, Newbury and Neuberger. This sold for SF 17,000
of only
SF
4000
estimate
against
an
Lot 6754 was a used strip of three of the 20c of the
1864 issue cancelled with an oval PIE DE CUESTA
handstamp and sold for SF 4200. Lot 6761, an
incomplete plating study of the 50c of that issue exLarsen containing 54 stamps sold for SF 2100
Lot 6790 was the front of an incoming letter from
London which on which Colombian postage was paid by
a bisect of the 1865 20c cancelled by an oval SANTA
MARTA cancel It sold for SF 4400.
Lot 6788 was a registered letter from Bogota to
Panama with 2 copies of the 1865 20c and a 10c. It sold
for SF 1600.
Lot 6811, the only recorded complete mint sheet of
the 20c of the 1865 issue ex-Larsen, sold for SF 2300
CANCELS In this section there were many excellent realizations, especially for scarce town strikes Lot
6890, the 1859 10c on a small piece with a strike of the
Class IV CHIQUINQUIRA FRANCA cancel sold for SF
1050 this item is ex-Cross and shows a large advance
over my selling pnce) Lot 6851, an oval BARBACOAS
FRANCA on the 1862 1 Peso, sold for SF 900 Lot 6922,
an 1860 10c with an oval IBAGUE DEBE in red, sold for
SF 2100 versus an estimate of SF 500.
Among the numeral cancels, lot 7103, a copy of the
1859 21/2c with a blue "9" sold for SF 950. The highest
price was paid for lot 7110, the 1860 10c with a "15"
cancel ex-Newbury. Lot 7094, a black" 8" on the 1860
10c, sold for SF 800

Lot 6508 was one of the four known copies, all used,
of Scott 3b, the error "20" corrected to "50" in position 38
of the sheet of the 5c This copy ex-Newbury and exMyer is cancelled BOGOTA and has two small closed
tears in the margin. It sold for SF 13,000
Lot 6503 was a block of 8 of the 20c blue containing
the tete-beche error, Scott 6c.This rare piece,which is
ex-Newbury and ex-Neuberger, sold for SF 40,000.
Lot 6584 was a mini horizontal tete-beche pair of the
10c of the 1860 issue, It sold for SE 9000. This should
be justification for an increase in its Scott catalog
valuation of $5,500,
The sale had four copies of the error of the cliche of
50c in the stone of the 20c stamp of the 1863 Issue which
created 50c red stamps. Lot 6724, a used copy cancelled
Honda Franca and ex-Newbury, sold for SF4200. Lot
6725, a used copy with pen cancel with an unimportant
marginal thin, sold for SF 1700. Lot 6726, a used copy
with pen cancel with a thin in bottom right corner, sold
for SF 1300_ Lot 6727, a used copy with a closed tear at
top, soiled with a Bogota cancel, sold for SF 900
MULTIPLES Lot 6495 was a small piece
Containing two copies of the 21/2c stamp of 1859 and a
10c stamp of 1860 tied with a clear red strike of
YBAGUE FRANCA. The lot was estimated at only
SF 600, but illustrated in color It sold for SF 5200
Large first issue multiples sold very well Lot 6497,
a mint block of 10 of the 5c blue, sold for SF 3000 and lot
6498, an irregular mint block of 16 of the same stamp,
sold for SF 3800 Lot 6511, a mint block of 12 of the 10c
yellow-buff sold for SF 2700, Lot 6525, a mint block of
20 of the 20c gray-blue sold for SF 2800 Lot 6526, a
complete sheet of the 20c bright blue with almost
complete original gum sold for SF 19,000. This sheet is
from a printing made after the tete-beche error had been
corrected Lot 6540, a horizontal block of IS of the
1Peso ex-Newbury, sold for SF5800
Lot 6563, a horizontal strip of 3 of the 5c of the1860
issue on laid paper with Ambalema ms cancel, sold for
SF 4600 The reconstruction of the sheet of the 10c of this
issue ex-Larson which includes various large multiples
was lot 6585 and sold for SF 5200.
A mint copy of the 21/2c stamp of the 1861 issue with
original gum, ex-Larsen, sold for SF1900 This was the
only o g. mint copy of the stamp in the sale and suggests
and increase in the Scott mint value of that stamp of
$875,00 is warranted. A used pair of the same stamp
cancelled Bogota ex-Newbury was lot 6610 and also sold
for SF 1900 Lots 6615-6-7 were mint blocks of 4 of the
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FORGERIES AND REPRINTS
FORGED COLOMBIAN CANCELS

Cohn produced at least four types of false cancels for
Antioquia. The first are good imitations of the oval
handstamps of Titiribi and Medellin. The second is a
small oval with Medellin in block letters, again a good
imitation of a genuine cancel. The third is an oval with
Medellin in the top third and CORREOS in the center
between two crosses The last is a large oval approx
72mm in diameter We do not have a complete example,
but the lower half reads Administracion General de
Hacienda y Correos, Medellin. II was used to cancel full
sheets of stamps and only a small part is found on single
stamps.
Cohn is responsible for the fake cancel of Bolivar, a
circular "CARTA.TENA FRANCA" found on both
genuine stamps and reprints of the 1879-1885 Seebeck
issues of Bolivar This spelling was almost never used in
Colombia, but is found on two rather crude oval devices
used by the national post office in Cartagena from 18761884.
The most common Cohn Tolima fake cancels are
straight line town names that seem to have been made
from a child's toy pnnting set They are most often stuck
in violet, but we have examples in red and black. The
reference collection has examples from AMBALEMA,
CHAPARRAL , ESPINAL, GARZON, GIGANTE,
TEAGUE, M A R1QUITA, NATAGAIMA,
PLIRIFICACION, PITALITO and YAGUARA and others
may exist. More dangerous is a good imitation of the
double oval NE VA used by the national post o ffice
These markings are most often found on reprints of the
1884 issue of Tohrna, but occasionally found on stamps
of the preceding issues.

Forged cancels on early stamps of Colombia do not
seem to be as serious a problem as they are on stamps of
some other countries With few exceptions the fake
cancels applied by forgers on their early Colombian
stamps were totally unlike any genuine cancels in use and
in fact serve to instantly identify the stamp as a forgery.
The main exceptions are the Sperati, Schroeder and
Oneglia forgenes of the 1861 issue which are often found
with good reproductions of the BOGOTA eye-glass,
numeral "0" and oval HONDA FRANCA and CARTAGO
FRANCA handstamps
However, large quantities of remainders and reprints
of civil war issues and Antioquin, Bolivar and Tolima
stamps came on the market after 1900. Used stamps of
the department issues are relatively scarce and often have
manuscnpt cancels which general collectors usually
believe represents undesirable fiscal use However, most
collectors of that era wanted used stamps This led to the
production of forged cancels
The COPAPHIL reference collection purchased last
year contains examples of the forgenes Most are
attributed to stamp dealers in Hamburg, often to a dealer
named COHN.
The first of these cancels is a very good imitation of
a Cartagena CDS, It is 30mm in diameter The genuine
cancel is a duplex device with a star killer The fake
cancel is most often seen on national stamps of the 1902
Bogota and Barranquilla issues, but is also found on
stamps of the 1903-1904 Department of Bolivar issues.
The device was used with venous dates, in 1903 and
1904, but the 13th of a month seems to have been used
most often.

M E DELL
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SPACE FILLERS

to most of the preguntas in the early issues It is time to
try again Members are urged to submit questions and of
course to answer the questions that appear in the column
beginning with the two questions in this issue.
Much the same situation has occurred in the
specialized study circles, Quite a number of members
signed up for them, but when the coordinators sent out
circulars requesting information, very few circle
members responded I serve as coordinator for two of the
circles and can confirm this from my own personal
experience. Several members, pnmarill y in England, have
been quite faithful in submitting photocopies of postal
markings on and off cover, but other members did not
respond at all.
The following is a list of current study circle
coordinators. New members who indicated an interest in
belonging to circles should contact the coordinator.
Addresses may be found in the COPAPHIL Membership
Directory.

The three months since the last issue was published
have certainly been hectic_ As mentioned in the last issue
I attended word processing classes for nine weeks. I was
able to learn the basics of the WORDPERFECT software,
but one of the main lessons learned was how much more
I still don't know, So 1 will be taking another class in
using WORDPERFECT for desk top publishing after the
first of the year I have learned enough to put out this
issue and the mail sale catalog, but readers will have to
wait for the ''bells and whistles."
For the technically inclined among the members my
new computer is a DEX custom-assembled computing
system. It has an Intel 486 DX-2-66 processor, 8mb of
RAM, a 420mb hard drive, a 3 V2" disk drive, a CD-ROM
drive with sound and a built-in FAX-MODEM. The
printer is a Canon BJ-200e Ink Jet Software includes
WINDOWS 3 I and WORDPERFECT 6.1.
For non-technical members this means it is a fairly fast
IBM compatible system, although not top of the line, with
enough memory, disk storage and processing speed to
adequately run WORDPERFECT and its graphics.
I plan to expenmeni with a hand-held scanner which
would seem to be satisfactory for scanning stamps and
postal markings and offer a partial solution to the quality
of illustrations problem
One thing that I learned in class is that modern
graphics practice limits column width to approximately
40-50 letters. Therefore, a two column formal will be
used for most articles beginning in this issue
This issue features a comprehensive article on 1865
cubierta forgeries by William Walton This is his first
contnbution to COPACARTA, and it is most welcome, I
received the text of the article on disk and was able to
read it. even though it was not created by WORDPERFECT. Everything came out all nght except the
symbol it. but I was able to use the REPLACE command
to find and replace the untranslated character.
1 hope the illustrations will reproduce acceptably.
Unfortunately, the illustrations in the FORGERIES AND
REPRINTS article on this issue were so poor that the
critical features could not be determined. The first
illustrations that William submined were about the same,
but he produced a new set that is quite clear and should
produce satisfactory results
It has been several years since the PREGUNTAS
column has appeared in COPACARTA The main reason
that it has not appeared was that no answers were received
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•
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Since preparing the article on the 1902 Cauca
regional issue for the previous COPACARTA I have been
able to purchase a small lot of the 10c values A study
indicates that most of the features which distinguish
printing positions also exist on that value I have
examples of positions I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. The
features that identify positions 3 and 10 on the 21k stamp
are related to the value tablet and probably do not exist on
the I Oc stamp Input is invited from any member who has
a multiple of the 10c stamp from which characteristics of
these positions can be determined
The combined Oct-Nov issue of the VC Journal has
just arrived It contains two items of special interest to
COPAPHiL members. First, Editor Bob Karrer Jr reports
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Member Raul Jimenez sent the post card pictured
below which shows the French Paquebot S.S. France.
According to Salles the S S France served on the Colon
to St. Nazaire line making its first voyage from St.
Nazaire in December 1884. It continued to make regular
voyages thru Aug 1905 when it made the outbound
voyage, but was replaced on the return trip by the S S.
La Navarre. It seems to have been removed from regular
service, but did make two voyages in 1908 and two more
in 1909
Bulletin 1 of CAPEX 96 has been received. It
announces that the deadline for submitting applications to
exhibit at CAPEX is 30 June 1995. Hugo Goggel will be
the commissioner for Colombia_ No commissioner is
announced for Panama To obtain an application write to
CAPEX Box 2204, Station Q, Toronto ONT M4T 2M1,
Canada

the death of John F. Flateau of Dickinson TX on 9 Apr
1993. Flateau was a photographer who resided in Panama
for forty years and was a major producer of real photo
picture post cards. Bob wrote a very nice article about
him which I will republish in the next issue. COPAPHIL
member, Richard Yudin published a study of SCADTA
covers with combined Colombia, SCADTA and Canal
Zone franking The list of acknowledgements does not
include any other COPAPHIL members Yudin analyzes
79 covers with this triple franking and includes a
tabulation of the covers by town of origin with earliest
and latest dates_ COPAPHIL members having such
covers in their collection are urged to furnish photocopies
of their covers to Richard Yudin.
Anyone having a current address for COPAPHIL
member 292 Mark Fromer is urged to send it to the
editor. His last known address was 1672 F 16th St Suite
218, Brooklyn NY 11229.
r

Th
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The following additional members have donated at
$5.00 and are recognized as contributing members
for 1994-1995:

recruiting five new members and two former members.
As a result our membership is now at an alltime high of
190

least

328 G Purkis
271 M. Ortiz Gomez
103 L. Temprano
329 G. Ospina
31.1 D. Rivieros

330 L Madrigal
331 M. Arango
332 G Caruso
333 J. Santacruz
C82X W. Walton

Plans are underway in Colombia for a national show
EXHILBO '95 which will be held in Bogota later this
sprang. As this goes to press the exact dates are not vet
available Any member from outside Colombia who is
interested in attending should contact Mr. Bortfeldi.

Collecting interests of our new members are shown
in the updated membership directory which is being
distributed with this issue. Congratulations to our new
representative for Colombia, Dieter Bortfeidt. for

Your editor received a vermeil sward for his exhibii,
Colombia the Unknown War. at SANDICAL 95. Allan
Harris received a silver-bronze award for his exhibit of
Panama Aerophi finds . at the same show.
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FROM THE PRESIDENTS DESK

his fifth. like its predecessors, its a gem , I have no
doubt thai Dieter will make a vauable contribution in
many ways to our society
Forgive me if 1 seem to be always harping on the
past 1 refer again to the last issue of our journal The
subject is Membership. We gained two new members,
but lost thirteen, Now 1 warm to tell you that recently the
membership secretary of the local club to which I belong
made a clean sweep of the rolls: 130 names were wiped
off .. virtually 40% of the membership ... for the same
reason that we lost those 131! Thank heavens that our
loss was so small, comparitively speaking to theirs But
the point I want to raise is WHY did those people drop
by the wayside" If COPAPHIL 1 COPACARTA is not
fulfilling everyone's expectations then WHY don't the
disappointed parties bring our received shortcomings
to my mention . . . or wore to the Editor, Jim Cross.. .
instead of just silently dropping out', The board of
COPA_PHIL is committed to fostering the aims and
objectives of our society, and in this tespect 1 would like
to remind all my readers that we are open to suggestions
- and even criticisms - as to how we can improve
upon our performance to better serve our membership at
large The door is always open . . . please let us hear
from you'

In the last issue of COPACAR7A Jim Cross gave
readers an overview of the results of CORINPHILA's
Sale 1190, in which our member, Jairo Londoeo,
disposed of his fabulous collection of Colombian
classics, Many of the prices realized attained new
records and were real eye-openers. (But I wonder mew
Jairo didn't offer his collection through COPAPHIL's
Miuld Sale r. . . eh. imon OW, where's your sense of
humor!) Perish the thought that I might be belinling our
Mad Sales, There are some very good buys to be
obtained in them
. believe rne..bue obviously, we are
NOT in the same league as CORINPHILA I r Pity.
Bad to a senors vein. The fact that Jairo decided to
liquidate his holdings is due to his advancing ice, and
on that account he has asked to be relieved of the
position as COPAPHIL's representstive m Colombia. It
is with sadness that we accede to his request, although
we are glad that he will remain on our membership roll
To replace !afro in the position your Board has selected
Dieter Bortfeldt of Bogota. Dieter is a relatively new
member of COPAPH1L, but he is certainty not new to
the philately of Colombia He is active in Colombian
philatelic circles, being a director of the Club Filatelico
de Bogota and a member of the Expertizing Committee
of the Colombian Philatelic Federation In ,try last letter
I mentioned some of his accomplishments, and here's
another one Dieter publishes a beautiful calendar,
"Philatelic Jewels of Colombia: . The 1995 calendar is

RAY 1RESON

PREGUNTAS
51 402 RESPONSE A member reports that he has blocks of six of both the (centavo and 2 centavos stamps of the 1904
Bolivar issue pnreed in Ted He also sent photocopies which show that the inverted cliche of the '4 centavo stamp is found
in positron 2 of the bottom row of the sheet It is contained m a block of 15 (5x3) from the bottom of the sheet No color
trials of the le centavo stamp have has yet been reported
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COLOMBIA: THE 1902 ISSUE OF CAUCA
by Alan Anyon
The article by the editor in COPACARTA
(Volume X11 No. I September 1994) introduced
readers to a fascinating issue of two stamps which
now has full national status in the Scott catalog as
#255 and #256. That article prompted the writer
to complete some research on these stamps which
was commenced a number of years ago.
The two stamps are similar in design except
for the ornaments on each side of the values, DIEZ
and VEINTE. Careful examination of the values
reveals that a common matrix was used for both,
into which the ornaments and value line were
inserted between rows of X's. Thus the plating of
the 10c value also applies to the 20c value. See
Figure 1 which shows blocks of four of the values
from identical positions in the sheetlet of ten
stamps. Besides the common matrix there are
additional minor varieties that apply to one
position only.
In plating the ten stamps attention has mainly

been focussed on points that are specific to one
position. For example, the line of rule below the
top frame is missing at one or both ends to a lesser
or greater degree on several stamps and this
information is only given where signficant This
plating information has been produced in tabular
form for ease of use.
The Yvert & Tellier stamp catalog is the only
major one to list two discrete types of the 10c
value and illustrate them. Subsequently the
catalogs of both Bartiga and Tetnprano list the two
types but provide no information about the
difference. Yvert has a footnote to the effect there
is a single example of their type 11 in each sheet of
the first printing. However, this information is
suspect. The writer has two examples of the error
amongst 31 copies of the 10c value in his
collection and has seen none exhibiting the normal
minor varieties of sheet position 5 without the
ornament error on the value (see Figure 2).

Wel/RUMS
Republica

Republic

Repfiblica

0
loin is

Remib

d
Colombia

FIGURE 1 — Blocks of 4 of the two values (positions 1/2/6/7)
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This issue has much of interest for collectors.
is hoped this article, expanding on Jim Cross's
excellent introduction to the issue, will "open
some more doors" for our readers.

Perform on of this issue is scantily covered by
the catalogs, going no further than reporting
imperforate and pin perforated varieties. The
following have been seen by the writer:
10c

Imperf
Rouletted 6
Perf 7.5
Rough Perf 12 (pm pert)
Smooth Perf 12

20c

Imperf
Perf 7.5
Rough Perf 10 (pin pelf)
Smooth Perf 11.5
Rough Perf 12 (pM pert)

It

FIGURE 2 — Types of 10c
NORMAL
ERROR

It is unlikely that this is an exhaustive list,
bearing in mind that these stamps were issued
during the "War of 1000 Days."

COPAPIIIL MAIL BID SALE NUMBER 12
whom 4 were unsuccessful_ Invoices were mailed
on 6 February to all successful bidders. As this is
being written most payments have been received.
The following lots were unsold and arc
available for the minimum bids listed in the catalog.

The sale was closed on 31 January 1995. Two
late bid sheets were received and both of these
bidders obtained lots on which no previous bids had
been received. A higher percentage of lots was sold
than in any of our sales to date. Bids were received
on 156 of 198 lots offered. There was strong
competition on a number of lots and an unusually
large number of tie bids.
The mailing of the Decemher 1994
COPACAR7A was delayed more than a week while
!waited for photocopies for one of the articles. This
resulted in a mailing close to the Christmas
holidays. Apparently some of the copies were
delayed, although I did receive overseas bids dated
in the first week in January.
An unanticipated problem was the unusual
number of bid sheets received without a legible
postmark. These came from both U.S. and foreign
members and testify to worldwide problems with
postal operations. In these cases 1 estimated a
mailing date based upon the normal transit time for
letters from that country.
There were 15 consignors and 34 bidders of

3
5
8
24
25
27
32

36
38
40

52
57
60

95
98
99

123
131
133

42

62

102

136

45
47
51

74
75
81

103
104
105

155
157
160

165
166
167
173
174

175
189

Anyone interested in unsold lots should notify
me as soon as possible.
Mail bid sale 413 will be Panama material only
and will be conducted by Federico Brid. Send lots
for the sale to Federico at 8850 Woodmayr Circle,
Norwalk IA 50211 Lots to be included in the sale
must be received not later than 10 May 1995.
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A STUDY OF THE

10 CENTAVOS STAMP OF THE FIFTH ISSUE
by Dieter Bortfekit

This report is based upon a study of available

for the early issues of Colombia.
There is still a need to investigate all of the
varieties and errors, analyze material available in
other collections and complete the chronology of
early issues based upon dates on covers and letters
in other collections.
With regard to the "rarity factor" the following
approximate ratios can be determened.

stamps in my collection and in the collection of Sr.
Rodrigo Uribe, as well as color photocopies of
multiples in the collection of Sr. I. A. Madrigal and
photocopies of the collection of Juan Kettiger and
others. The catalogs of the Robson Lowe sale of 12
Mar 1968 (the Gordon N. John sale), Robert R.
Siegel sales and CORINPHILA sales (especially the
1993 sale) were also of great use. The date about
decrees and contracts was taken from the 1984
specialized catalog of I.eo Temprano..
The steps which 1 followed in my study were:
• To accumulate a large quantity of stamps
and/or photocopies.
• To make exact measurements of the designs.
• To study differences in the impressions.
• To compare design details of stamps, especially
constant flaws, plate wear and sheet borders.
• To compare and study inks used, especially the
fineness of the impressions.
• To look for dates of use from covers and letters
with the goal of reviewing issue chronologry.
• To take note of major varieties.
• To compare the papers used.
• To determine approximate rarity of printings.
• To apply my special knowledge of graphic arts.

WHITE PAPER BLUISH PAPER

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

1
2
3
4
5
6

xl
xi
x2
xi
x4
x2

x5
x4
x2

In addition to the bluish tinted paper (generally
tinted only on the front) the issue is found on two
types of white wove paper one finer and more
transparent than the other.
The chart an the next page illustrates the
"genealogy" of the fifth emission showing the steps
by which the six types of the 10 centavos stamp of
the issue were derived. The illustrations on the
following page give descriptions of the six types.
Two different lithographic stones were used for
this issue. Stone A contained 63 stamps in 9 rows
of 7. Evidence indicates that the bottom row was
too close to the bottom edge and was damaged in
printing. Stone 13 contained 8 rows of 7 and a row
of 4 stamps printed sideways making a sheet of 60.
Very few dated examples of stamps of this
issue are known. Those available include a letter to
London with an 1862 receiving stamp and copies
on letters dated 13 Feb 1863 and 31 Jul 1863.
These suggest that the stamp was issued in 1862
and that the 1863 contract regularized payment for
stamps already delivered. Any members having
additional dated examples of stamps of the first six
issues are urged to notify me.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS.
The result of the study to date is a clear
definition of six different stones/impressions.
These can he classified into two groups:
• Primary types, copied directly from the master
die—types I, 3 and 5.
• Secondary types, retouches and/or transfers of
the primary types — types 2, 4 and 6
have attempted to illustrate the family tree of
the series and types. The following pages explain in
detail the elements of identification of each type.
The study has caused me to develop a
chronology which differs from and expands the
chronology mentioned in the Temprano catalogs
51
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GENEOLOGY OF THE STAMPS OF THE FIFTH ISSUE
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE SIX TYPES OF THE i 0 CENTAVOS BLUE

TYPEI
Image• very clear
Size: 16.501mm.
Color dark blue
Stone A, 1/0 dot after 10.
Paper: white & bluish
TYPE 11

Image. blurred
Size I 6.5x2 mm
Color. blue

Stone A, no dot after 10.
Paper . white
Bottom border retouched and thicker
TYPE III
Image very clear
Size 16.5x21 mm
Trarmferred in pairs, one with dot
Color. dark blue
Paper white and bluish
Stone 8
TYPE IV
, Image. blurred and worn transfer

1
Size: 17x21..5mm
Color light milky blue
•
it,
. Transferred to pairs, one with dot
\\

I

Stone )3

i n Paper: white and bluish
TYPE V

I of 10 has diagonal serif
Image: very clear
Size 16.5x21mm.
Color dark blue

Stone A, no dot after 10.
Paper while

If has line at top right
TYPE VI
1 of 10 has diagonal serif
Image: blurred
Size. I 71.2 I min
Color. light milky blue

Paper. white
Stone A
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THE TWO STONES USED FOR PRINTING THE TEN CENTAVOS STAMP
Two iayouts were used for printing this issue
Stone A contained 9 rows of 7 subjects.
Stone B contained S rows of 7 subjects
plus 4 stamps printed sideways
On the &again of stone A the area of
wear is circled. In this area double
impressions. The drawing below
shows the how this occurred during
printing.

G. Ert
Do aL ' 11.4PR .
e "10 CENT." ,

Typical example of double impression from Stone A
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EXAMPLES OF THE SIX TYPES
TYPE I
Used strip of 4 from bottom row (positions 57.60) from Gordon John sale.

TYPE II
Enlargement of part of a used stamp from the bottom row of the sheet
showing the characteristic doubling of bottom border.

TYPE III
Used pair showing the two transfer types.
All stamps with dot after 10 also have a dot above the C of Colombia
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TYPE 1V

Previous page - complete sheet of 60, the largest known multiple of this issue.
Below - strip of six with Ambalema ms. cancel (ex-Gordon John).
Variety showing "comet's tail" below top center star.

TYPE V
Enlargement of used stamp showing a variety with a dot between the ends of the two branches
above the figure of value
Strip of b with Neiva ms. cancel.

TYPE VI

Enlargement of used stamp clearly showing the constant defect in the U of E. U. which is found on
types V and Vl. ,
1
A ,...,
':—...
II.,
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF CAUCA IN 1903 AND 1904
by Jim Cross
Editor's Note: Readers will note this history is incomplete. It is being published in the hope that other
members can furnish additional information which will fill in the gaps.
for use in the silver currency area and that only such
stamps were to he used there after I April 1903.
This was the decree published by John Myer. The
decree specifically listed the towns of Patio,
Tuquerres, Tumaco and Barbacoas.
The use of the Panama stamps in Cauca was
first chronicled by Frederick E. Heydon in three
letters to Mekeel's Weekly. The first was published
on 17 Sep 1904 and stated in part:
"Panama (7156) Mr. E. Heydon writes
under recent date: . . What is more interesting to
my mind is that they are soil using Panama stamps
in Cauca, as I have a Itic orange-yellow. 3d
Panama, postmarked at Buenaventura in July of
the present year. For the benefit of your readers
who may be interested in these curios and are not
familiar with names of towns in Cauca, it may be of
some assistance to slate that the postmarks in
ordinary use there, so for as my experience goes,
are large horizontal rectangles. and not circles as
in Panama"
In a second letter published 19 November 1904
Ileydon wrote:
"Referring to my note on Panama stamps used
in Cauca in MEKEEL'S for Sep 17. 1 give the
following as in my collection and authentic, except

In June 1950 an article by John Myer entitled
"Colombia – Stamps for Panama Used In Cauca"
appeared in The American Philatelist. I published a
summary of the article in the January 1984 issue of
COPACARTA including the text of the relevant
government decree. An article. "Las Estampillas
del Departamento del Cauca" by Juan Jacobo
Munoz Delgado was published in Bulletin 018 of
the Wilsey fllatelico de Medellin in April 1983.
That article, however. was limited to briefly
describing the stamp issues attributed to the
Department by Yvert & other catalog publishers
and contains no further background material.
When the '1 000 Days" ended in November
1902 part of southern Cauca including the towns of
Twnaeo and Barbacoas were apparently still in the
hands of the rebels. Later developments indicate
ihat silver currency circulated in all of what is now
the Department of Narino and this area was not
affected by the deflation of the value of the
banknotes in use in most other parts of Colombia.
The currency situation was probably one of the
reasons that the Department of Narino was created
in 1904. I have been unable to find any reference
which indicates what type of silver coins were in
use, whether they were coins minted in Colombia,
old Spanish coins or other foreign coins.
Apparently government officials including postal
employees in the area, were paid in silver and
stamps were sold for silver.
Obviously, the situation was the same as that
which existed in Panama and led to the use of
separate stamps in that department of Colombia
from 1887 - 1903. That is, anyone could purchase
stamps in other parts of Colombia with depreciated
paper currency and bring them to the silver currency
area When the matter came to the attention of the
postal officials they apparently chose the same
solution they had used before, decreeing that stamps
of the special issue for Panama be shipped to Cauca

(those marked) t which I have seen elsewhere:
(I) Without surcharge.
Med at Barbarous, 1, 2, 10 centavos.
Used at Patio, 10, 20 centavos.
Used at Tumaco 1, 2, 5, 20 centavos.

(2) With first Panama surcharge in bright red
used at Tummy, but cancelled at Panama,
Mc orange. Original cover with address of

firm inTi1MOCO and have covers from same
firm with Tumaco postmark which is
missing in this case .
New York received stamp Jan 5 1901.
Ten months later a final letter from Heydon
appeared in the 9 Sep 1905 issue. He wrote:
58
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"In all that has so far appeared relative to
Panama, I have seen no reference to the use of
Panama stamps in ('aura. Those that f have seen
thus far are without the 'Republica de Panama' or

current Colombian 20c registration stamp and 10c
acknowledgement of receipt stamp."
Heydon's drawings showed the rectangular
Barbacoas date stamp, the Class X duplex date
stamp of Pasto (without its flower killer) and an
Agenda Postal Nacional Turnaco date stamp

'Panama' surcharges. I have the lc, 2c, 10c and
20c used thus at Pasta and BalbaC01:15' and
postmarked from Feb 8 to March 17, 196-I, all on
original covers or parts of them and one with
Panama 'transito' and New .York registration hand
stamps. Have heard of a few other specimens
elsewhere. In view of the recent claim put forward
by Panama to part of Cauca this local use of
stamps in territory almost down to the Fruador lin •
seems to be decide!y interesting: and aside from
this it would seem that as long as they are actually

Come os Nacionato

FEB 8 1904
SAR BACOAS

used postally outside of the old departmental limits
should secure attention from specialists to their
existence while it is still possible to procure them."
When Heydon wrote his handbook, "The
Stamps of Panama" e1922 he referred to this use on
page 1 I as follows:
"1892 - 1896 issue Used in Cauca - In regard to
this very interesting use of Panama postage stamps,
1 am obliged, in absence of information, to list only
those represented by specimens in my own
collection, but should be greatly obliged for any
additional data which correspondents may furnish.
These that I have were used on correspondence to
New York firms engaged in the South American
trade. In addition to the local postmarks, they bear
the transit stamps of Panama or Guayaquil. I
illustrate below the regular postmarks used at Pasta,
Tumaco and Barbacoas and also the transit stamps.
I have also specimens used at Barbacoas, one
with pen cancellation in red ink 'Anulada
Barbacoas' and the other also pen cancelled in red
ink: Novbre 30 Barbs 1903."
The following instances of use m Cauca are
cited as a basis for further research-Barbacoas, 1c, 2c, 10c and 20c.
Pasto, 10c and 20c.
Tumaco, 2c, 5c and 20c.
The most interesting cover is from Pasto, as in
addition to two 20c Panama stamps, it has the

is apparent that Heydon was unaware of the
decree authorizing the use of the stamps in Cauca.
He merely chronicled items which had conic to his
attention. Neither Heydon nor Myer mention the
change of postal rates in Colombia on 1 Jan 1904.
know the current location of six covers
bearing stamps of the issue. These do not include
the 1903 cover illustrated by Myer in his article or
the Pasta registered cover described by Heydon. I
have agreed not to publish further information
about them until it is possible to present the entire
story. The earliest of the covers is postmarked 18
July 1903. The circumstances of its use suggest that
this may be the date the stamps arrived in Cauca. It
is not unlikely that there might have been a delay in
shipping the stamps from Panama to Cauca, while
procedures for the Cauca authorities to reimburse
Panama authorities for the stamps were finalized..
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currency. Information about other 1903 – 1904
covers from towns in the Department of Naritio
would be appreciated.
Besides the use of unoverprintcd Panama
stamps in Cauca, Heydon's account mentions
covers showing a Tumaco return address franked
with stamps with Panama provisional overprints.
These may be items carried by forwarding agents in
the early post-independence era and mailed in
Panama. Covers mentioned with such stamps
canceled in Buenaventura may have been mailed
aboard ship with stamps purchased in Panama.
Buenaventura is not in the silver currency area
where Panama stamps were authorized for use.
To close the article, here is a philatelic tragedy.
The cover shown below was mailed in Tuquerres 23
Aug 1903. A previous owner reduced the envelope
and removed the regular postage stamps lea ping
only the registration and AIR stamps. From the
date it would seem the missing stamps (60c for a 35
gram letter) were probably stamps of the Panama
issue. If so, this would have been the second
reported registered cover with Panama stamps and
Colombian registration and A/R stamps

Other facts supporting this theory are
(1) two covers in my collection franked with stamps
of the 1902 Cauca issue were mailed in Pasto in
June 1903 and 1piales in September 1903. While
Ipiales was not mentioned specifically in the decree
it is within the silver currency area
(2)"NO HAY ESTAMPILLAS" labels dating from
1902 – 1903 were prepared in Barbacoas. They
exist on five different paper colors with eleven
different ms. values from 0.01 to 5 pesos. Most of
the labels on the market are probably CTO and
were never used on letters. At one time 5 of the 55
items were listed by Scott. Generally, such listings
were based upon covers showing postal use of the
stamps. However, such covers are not mentioned in
the literature. To the best of my knowledge none
have appeared at auction in the last decade. The
editor of the Scott catalogs has not responded to a
request for information about the former listings.
The known covers of Panama stamps include
four used in 1903 and four uscd in 1904 after the
rate increase. The latest is dated 17 March 1904. A
27 Jun 1904 cover from Barbacoas in my collection
is franked with a 5c stamp of the 1904 gold

•,t4r/11.A,
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AN 1867 COVER FRO11 BOGOTA TO PARIS
by Louis-Eugene Langiais
A cover from Bogota to Paris dated 1867
was reproduced on the front cover of the
September 1993 issue of COPACAIOA and is

shown again here. It shows a 50c stamp of the
1864 issue of the United States of Colombia
which had been cancelled in BOGOTA

I would like to introduce some information
about the postal rates at that time The new law
of April 29th, 1865 changed the postal rate
system in the United States of Colombia. Later
the law of June 8th, 1866 confirmed the
interior rate applicable to the aforementioned
cover which was 10 centavos for each ten
grams or fractions of ten grams of weight
The cover bears a black -10" crayon
marking corresponding to a French tax
handstamp. It represents the postage due tariff
between the departure port of Santa Marta and
Paris. The French maritime tariff had been in
use since January 1st 1866 and was applied to
all covers weighing under 10 grams and
departing from ports along the Caribbean
seacoast for France. The French maritime

routes had been developing from 1860 between
America and France. In August 1865 France
had set up two consular postal agencies in the
ports of Colon and Santa Marta. The French
steamers would call once a month and collect
the mail given to the agency by the Colombian
postal agencies or by paid (or unpaid)
forwarding agents. Later on, in 1872, the
agencies of Savanilla (replacing Santa Marta
which was reopened for 9 months in 1875) and
Panama were created. As early as 1865 it was
possible to frank the mail departing from
Colon or Santa Marta with French stamps in
the French post offices. The post paid tariff
used at that time was 8 decimes (or 80
centimes) for covers to France weighing under
10 grams. (See Figure 2 below).
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period carried by French steamers between
Colombia and France via the French agency at
Santa Marta. All of these covers bear a Colombian
stamp of 10 cvs. which always corresponds to a
French tax of 10 decimes (for a cover under 10
grams) and all bear the octagonal STE MARTHE
marking. This is a semi-mixed franking and shows
the two rates paid for the complete forwarding of
the cover to its destination. Another such cover is at
the top of the next page.
1 have recorded one cover carried by a British
steamer from Colombia to France It bears a 10 cvs
stamp. a 25 cvs "sobre-pone" stamp. an accounting
mark and also a 16 decimes charge in accordance
with the French tariff of July 1st 1879 which
indicates that the letter was not carried in a closed
bag. 12 declines was the rate for such letters at that
time. The "sobre-pone" stamp was not taken into
account by the British or French post offices.
(Editor's note: 1 believe the sohreporte stamp
should have caused the Colombian postal agent at
the port to affix the proper British or French stamps
to the letter to pay for its further transportation This
apparently was not done for this lener). The French
postal tariffs had changed on the 1st of Jul!. 1871.
For each 10 grams, or fraction of 10 gains. the
tariffs to France were the following: 10 decimes on
covers with French stamps and 12 decimes on
covers without French stamps.

There were never any agreements betvveen the
French and Colombian governments allowing the
postal service of the United States of Colombia to
use French stamps on their mail. There is,
nevertheless. a fragment of a cover owned by Mr.
Alex Rendon mailed from Bogota and bearing a
30c French stamp and a 10 cvos Colombian stamp,
both cancelled by a Colombian marking. The
sender apparently possessed a French stamp and
used it on that occasion, but that combination is
abnomial.
Returning to the cover illustrated in Figure 1, it
was lefi by the Colombian postal service at the
French agency in Santa Maria and taxed 10 decimes
by the French consular agent who affixed the
octagonal "STE MARTHE" date stamp. The cover
was then handed in to the postal agents aboard the
steamer. in this case the "LAFAYETTE". who
applied the octagonal marking: "STE M ARTHF
PAQ FR No 3." Crossing the Atlantic Ocean at that
time usually took 3 to 4 weeks. The
"LAFAYETTE" called at the French port of Si
Nazaire on the 25th of April 1867. The two French
date stamps are similar The STE MARTHE
handstamp that was usually struck in black was on
this occasion applied in red. The packet marking
that was usually applied on the reverse of covers
appears on the front of this cover.
1 have recorded about 15 covers from that
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late use of the stamp of the 1864 issue may indicate
the private sender lacked current stamps and used
the 50 centavos stamp to frank the cover.

I therefore believe that the 50 centavos stamp
used on the cover in Figure 1 does not correspond
to the any known tans The excess franking and

FORGERIES AND REPRINTS
THE 1863 ISSUE OF COLOMBIA
The COPAPHIL reference collection
currently contains examples of eight different
forgeries of stamps of this issue which are
illustrated and described herein.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

GENUINE STAMPS
Letters of inscription thin and distinct.
Letters of CORREOS NACIONALES do not
touch each other or the frame
Ends of cornucopiae do not touch shield
borders.
Asterisk at top center has 8 rays around a dot
Nine six-pointed stars at top in two rows
forming an oval.
Ends of branches at bottom point to the lower
corners of the inner octagonal frame.
The sections of the shield are separated by
two thin parallel lines.
There arc short lines in the upper and lower
seas in the lower third representing ships.

FORGERY 1
Very easy to detect. 5c onl n in ref. collection
Asterisk at top center has 12 ra)s.
Cornucopias shaped like buffalo horns.
Nothing in upper sea
Fake cancels are fantasies.

FORGERY 2
Easy to detect. (Earee's I st forgery).
10c and 20c in reference collection.
Asterisk at top center has 9 rays.
•
•
Nothing in upper sea.
Stars have 5 points and are too small
•
Right branch ends in curve not pointing to
•
corner,
FORGERY 3
Easy to detect. Crudely printed. Earee's 2d
forgery ( Spiro bros.) All values known
Both rows of stars curve downwards.
•
E and 0 of CORREOS touch at bottom
•
•
Numerous other differences from genuine.

See illustrations in article pp. 51– 57.
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FORGERY 4
Crudely printed, easy to detect. Earces 4th
forgery 5c & 50c in reference collection.
• Stars are solid color dots.
• All parts of design in shield incorrect.
• Double oval cancels arc fantasies

•

•
•
•

FORGERY 5
Crudely printed, easy to detect. Earee's 5th
forgery. All values except IP in ref collection.
Often found with fair copy of Bogota oval Its
• Lines of asterisk blurred and touch dot.
• Right cornucopia touches side of shield
• Ends of branches do not point to corners.
• Nothing in upper sea.

•

FORGERY 7
Lithographed Ref. collection has 20 and 50c.
Small period after NAC1ONALES.
Comucopiae touch the border of shield.
Flaw in upper left inner border where the
diagonal line joins the horizontal line
Left branch points does not point to corner.

FORGERY 8
Very crude. Ref collection has 5c in reddish
brown
• Letters of inscription too large
• All details inside shield have solid shading.

FORGERY 6
Typographed very crudely. Only 10e value
known. Earee's 7th forgery. Found with fake
Bogota eye-glass cancel.

FORGERY I

Letters of inscription are to, large and run
together.
Shading of all designs within the shield is
solid

FORGERY' 2

FORGERY 3

FORGERY 4

.47-N
.trt

FORGERY 5

FORGERY 7

FORGERY 6
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THE HABILITADO - MEDELLIN A. R. STAMP
by Debbie Friedman
Some time ago 1 acquired a block of 12 of the
HABILITADO - MEDELLIN A.R. stamp. This
stamp is currently listed by Scott as Antioquia H3,
by Yvert as Medellin A.R. 1 and by Michel as
Antioquia 145. Both Temprano and Barrig,a listed
the stamp in their specialized catalogs under
Antioquia and do not list it in their simplified
catalogs. Only the Gibbons catalog lists it as an
issue of the national government and numbers it as
AR258_ All catalogs assign it a date of 1903, but no
information is available about its issue date.
The block of 12 is unique in that the upper left
stamp is missing the overprint which appears on the
other 11 stamps in the block. The block is affixed
to the second page of a certificate prepared on two
sheets of Republic of Colombia 20c revenue
stamped paper (papel scilado). which arc translated
at the right..
This document provides important information
concerning the issue. it confirms that Gibbons is
correct in listing it as an issue of the national
government. It indicates that the number of issued
stamps was six sheets less one stamp or 599. It
suggests that the "error" which left one stamp
without overprint was made deliberately.
Little more is known about these stamps. It is
unclear whether they received an additional cancel
when used. Uncancelled copies without gum may in
fact be used. No use of this stamp on cover is
known, nor are covers known with the Medellin
regional issue registration stamp, Scott F 16.
It seems likely that when the Medellin regional
issue was being ordered, AIR stamps were not
requested because of the low volume of letters
requiring acknowledgement of receipt. It will
probably never be known whether the use of
overprinted stamps was originally planned or
whether it was decided to overprint the stamps at a
later date. The Medellin regional issue was
announced in the January 1903 issue of the
American Journal of Philately. but no notice of the
A/R overprint was published thru the end of 1904.

"Medellin, 20 October 1924. Seftor Don Antonio
Echavarria R., E. L. C. With greatest respect
request you to examine carefully the twelve (12)
postage stamps that accompany this document and
give me your valued opinion concerning them. 1
offer you my sincere appreciation for the requested
favor. I repeat that I am your sincere servant and
friend

(signed) Juan Fco. Jarami Ho."

"Antonio Echevarria R., at the request of Sr.
Juan Fco. Jaramillo, Colombian citizen and person
of well-known respectability, currently manager of
the Compania de Tejidos de Rost:116n_ certifies: that
after having made a detailed examination of a
'block' of twelve (12) postage stamps of the
Republic of Colombia, of face value of ten (10)
centavos each, printed in black ink on rose or
salmon paper, fabricated in 1902 by the Litogralia
Nacional de Bogota_ that somewhat later were
surcharged in this city with a rubber stamp in violet
ink which reads: "Habilitado - Medellin - A.R.:"
the block which is adhered to this same document
and among which is found one example that by

error was not surcharged habilitado.
It is guaranteed that this is of unquestionable
authenticity, since it fell to the undersigned. in
addition to the analysis which has been made, upon
special request of Sr. Elias Enoc Gomez, the
departmental administrator of the correos
nacionales, to personally participate in the
overprinting of these stamps, of which an issue of
only five hundred and ninety-nine (599) was
produced, proceeding immediately to destroy the
matrixes, and because I know and confirm that the
only example that remained without overprinting
was this one which from that time has been
carefully preserved by Sr. Jaramillo.
That the above is the truth and to confirm it I
sign in Medellin, the 22d of October nineteen
twenty-four[ 1924). (signed) Antonio Echevarria .
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SPACE FILLERS
i have now added a hand held scanner to my
computer and am learning to use it. 1 tried it on
several illustrations for this issue, but the results
have not been satisfactory. Hopefully I will get
better results after completing my desk top
publishing class which begins in April.
This issue includes an article by our new
representative for Colombia, Dieter Bortferdt. This
is his first and I hope there will he many more.
Dieter sent a draft in Spanish with the illustrations
and I have translated the text into English and
reorganized it to fit the available space. Since that
article is devoted to stamps of the 1863 issue it
makes that issue a natural choice for the Forgeries
and Reprints column. Unfortunately. the photocopy
of Forgery 8 in that column will not reproduce well.
The stamp is printed in brown red and is so crude
that it is difficult to make out details even on the
stamp itself
This issue also includes a first effort by French
member Eugene-Louis Langlais. Credit for the
English translation must be given to his wife who is
to be congratulated for her effort. It required only
minor editing, chiefly to make it fit the available
space. The subject 1867 cover is one of a number
of classic Colombia covers on which the postage
does not conform to known rate tables. In addition
to the explanation offered by Mr. Langlais. there is
also the possibility that the 50 centavos stamp was
supposed to pay the "sobreporte" fee. Known
covers indicate that the "sobreporte" service did not
always operate as intended and it is little wonder

that much pre-1881 mail from Colombia to
overseas destinations was handled by forwarding
agents.
I want to extend a special "bienvenidos" to our
new members in Colombia. Perhaps it is time to
again remind our members in Colombia and
Panama that I would like to publish details of new
stamp issues, postage rate changes, and other
current news of interest to philatelists, if someone
will just send me the information when it is
announced. Is anyone interested in volunteering for
this task? If not, perhaps our representatives in
Panama and Colombia can recruit somone.
Alan Anyon answered my call in the last issue
for data on the 10c stamp of the Cauca issues with
his comprehensive article on this issue. His notes on
the differences which identify the various positions
are more comprehensive than those l described in
my earlier article.
I should perhaps point out that the
characteristics which arc listed in the Forgeries and
Reprints column are not a comprehensive list of the
differences between the genuine stamps and the
forgeries. I concentrate on those details which are
easy to distinguish and clearly separate the forgeries
from the genuine stamps.
Colombian representative Dieter Bortfeldt has
notified me that a national show is planned in
Colombia later this year. The exact dates are not yet
available, but the show will probably be held before
the next issue of Copacana is published.
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DECEASED
259
E. J. JANSEN
markings. Two editions of this excellent handbook
have been published and data is being compiled
for a further edition. Congratulations Ken on a
well-deserved honor.
My correspondents write that EXFILBO 95 is
being, held from 25 May 1995 to 11 June 1995 a t
the Museo Nacional in Bogota. I hope to publish
a complete report on the show in the next issue.

Ss. Zarobrano collects Colombia codes 01-11.
13 and 17 and Panama code 54. I did not know
Mr. Jansen personally. Would one of our members
in the Netherlands please prepare a brief obituary?
Member Kenneth Rowe from Canada has been
honored by being asked to sign the Role of
Distinguished Philatelists this year. Ken's
Colombia speciality is the numeral issues of 1908.
His comprehensive articles on this issue appeared
in this journal and I understand he is now working
on documenting the postal markings of that period.
However, his major philatelic achievement has
been compiling and editing the handbook on
world-wide Forwarding Agents and their postal

Dues notices are being mailed with this
issue. Please take the time now and send in
your dues for next year, if dues have been paid
in advance no notice is enclosed and there is a
handwritten "P" on the mailing label.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
Since I wrote you last Canadian philatelists
have suffered a grievous loss. The Canadian Postal
Archives in our capital city of Ottawa has been
closed, a victim of the federal government's
cost-cutting program. The demise of this noble
institution is greatly to be deplored, and no one
knows for certain where its remains will be
"interred" {God forbid that they would be
"cremated"!). So: philatelic researchers here have
lost this source of invaluable material for studies
on the finer points of our hobby. Please observe a
moments silence in its memory.
And then, all ye members, thank your lucky
stars that we are blessed with Bob D'Elia, our
society's loyal and dedicated librarian. He has
amassed what must he the most comprehensive
collection of literature on Colombian and
Panamanian philately that exists today. and all of
this is at your disposal to do your research
whenever you desire. All it takes is a letter to Bob,
telling him what you seek, and you'll get it! This
is a valuable service provided by COPAPHIL.
Avail yourself of it whenever you need it! It's one
of the "perks" of inembership in our society. And
WE are not a branch of the Canadian government,
so our library will not fall victim to an axing
death) But we still need life blood! If each and
every member would bring in only one new

member, just think how our strength would grow!
So: stop thinking about it ... get out there and DO
something about it!
On the subject of research: I'd like to share a
non-philatelic snippet with you. Recently I was
doing some research in archives of the Royal Bank
of Canada's on its presence in Colombia. I came
across the fact that in 1925 an eccentric American
gentleman made a deposit of U.S. $10 with their
Bogota branch. He instructed that this was to he
placed in a term deposit for a period of 1000
years, and upon maturity the accumulated sum
was to be split evenly between the governments of
Colombia and the United States "for the
improvement of the life of their inhabitants!" It
was estimated at the outset that an interest rate of
3% per annum would he paid on a six-monthly
basis and added to the principal. After 1000 years
the amount would be:
S85,523.309.508.445
Unhappily, the 10 US dollars were converted
to Colombian pesos at the time ... then at par
But with the exchange rate having dropped to
roughly 800 pesos to the dollar. the term deposit
in question has fallen victim to Colombia's
inflation and has been wiped out.
RAY IRESON
•••6011•••

COPAPIIII, MAIL BID SALE #12
This sale was closed on 24 May 1995, The
prices realized are enclosed with this issue. This
has been the most successful mail bid sale to date.
Bids were received on 159 of 198 lots. The total
amount realized was $5246. COPAPI [IL received
$524.60 commission plus $72.00 from the sale of
COPAPHIL lots. There were 17 consignors and
bids were submitted by 34 members of whom 3I
were successful in receiving at least one lot. Two
lots were returned, one of which was sold to the
next highest bidder. Competitive bids were
received on 74 of the 159 lots sold, while the rest
went for the minimum bid.
There was considerable interest in lot 130, the
used Colombia postal card H&G If which sold for

$130.00 against a reserve of $35 00 There was
also strong interest in lot 137, the official eubierta
on cover which sold for $160.00 against a reserve
of $50.00. The highest price, $525.00, was paid
for the Santander 13 cover from the Moreno
correspondence.
Many of the unsold lots were sets and single
stamps. There seems to be limited interest in these
and it is suggested that members submitting them
set their minimum bids accordingly.
All consignors should now have received their
payments. A number of the unsold lots have been
returned to the owners and the rest will be offered
in the next Colombia sale. Lots for that sale will be
accepted between 1 October and 30 November.
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THE STAMP OF EL DORADO
by Kay lreson
gold-hungry
the
Spanish
As
conquistadores of South America
explored the continent in search of this
precious metal, they entered the Muisca
(or Chibcha) territory in the highlands of
Colombia, and it was there that they heard
of the "El Dorado" legend.
The ceremony which inspired the
legend took place at Lake Guatavita, north
of Bogota, on the accession of a new
Muisca ruler. After having been secluded
in a cave (caves were often sacred places),
he journeyed to the lake. A reed raft was
set afloat, with baring torches and incense,
and the ruler-to-be was stripped and
covered completely with clay to which
gold dust was added. Then the"gilded
one" ( EI Dorado) boarded the raft, where
piles of gold and emerald offerings were
placed in front of him. He was
accompanied by chieftans, wearing only
gold jewelry, who also had piles of
precious offerings. To the sound of
musical instruments the raft set out for the
center of the lake, where the gold and
emeralds were tossed into the waters as an
offering to the god (who must have been
a water-mountain-and-earth diety).
The Spanish searched for El Dorado
in vain. However, the search continued. A
major effort was made by a mining
company formed by Enrique Urdaneta, a
Colombian, and and Englishman, George
Crowther. Apparently, an earlier ancestor
of Urdaneta had found the lake in the
legend of El Dorado, but was unable to
exploit the discovery. The family secret
was eventually revealed to Enrique, who
decided to drain the lake and recover the
gold and emeralds supposedly reposing in
its depths. In the course of their operations
- which were proving to be futile - they
discovered a valuable lode of iridium ore

and decided that it would be more profitable to forget
about draining the lake and mine the iridium instead. After
one last blasting operation, production would be ready to
get under way. But the workers who were to detonate the
final charge did not emerge from the tunnel, and there was
no explosion. Others were sent down to investigate, and
they too failed to resurface. In all 13 people descended into
the mine - including Crowther - and none returned. No
doubt they succumbed to some lethal gas seepage, The
mine was sealed, and its location is unknown today.
Needless to say, the company failed.
The law of 27 April 1859 reformed the Colombian
postal service and authorized the first postage stamps. The
law recognized the impossibility of providing postal
service to all areas of this mountainous countr y and
therefore did not make the postal service a national
government monopoly. A number of private posts were
organized. A total of 14 entities issued stamps for their
private mail service which arc listed in the specialized
catalog of Leo Temprano. With only two exceptions, these
services operated in the 1920's and 1930's. The earliest
servkice listed by Temprano was the "CORREO
SEMANAL DEL DORADO." The catalog listing is
reproduced in Figure 1 below.
CORREO SEMANAL DEL DORADO • Este
servicio de correos fue establecido par una
comparlia inglesa hada los afios 1863 a 1868
entre Bogota y la Laguna de Siecha
t 663? ?.. la. EMISION. Impresas una por
una en papel de color y blanco. Sin
den tar.

Real Rojo ladrIllo
at Papel azulosa
bl Tele . peen
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This article documents a philitalic find
which I made some time ago in Three Rivers,
Quebec. The find included a number of
stamps and seven folded letters written by
George Crowther and addressed to Enrique
L7rdaneta. Four of the letters are franked with
the correo semanal stamp and one has a
portion of the front cut out (possibly to
remove a stamp). The seven letters are dated
between 6 March 1870 and 7 November 1870.
The more that I "dig" to uncover the
stamp's origin, the more 1 am assailed with
doubts as to its pedigree. One Colombian
authority (for whose opinion 1 have great
respect) believes that the whole thing is bogus
. . a philatelic hoax perpertrated over one
hundred years ago!. This might be true, but
one thing for certain is that the stamps are
seldom seen and almost unknown. They have
apparently never been reported in the
literature. The American Philatelic Research
Library has no information on this issue. On
the other hand forgeries of many classical
stamps (including Colombian issues) and most
early philatelic fantasy issues have been well
documented in the literature. Other Colombian
philatelists that I have consulted are excited by
my find . . . but they have no answers to my
questions concerning its authenticity. If the
covers are to be believed then Temprano's
date of 1863 for the issue is suspect. The
double question marks after the listing indicate
that the publisher was uncertain of the date of
the issue.
The stamps are crude in the extreme, as
can he seen from the photographs. The name
of the printer is unknown. I believe the
printing was done by the hectograph process,
but am not certain of this. The sheet size is
unknown. The stamps are imperforate and the
unused copies in my collection were not
gummed. They are found on wove paper,
pelure paper with a flower spray watermark,
greenish pclure paper, bluish laid pelure paper
and bluish quadrilled paper. The existence of
five different paper types suggests the issue

was philatelically inspired, but may only indicate the
printer used any paper available for the stamps. Used
copies in the collection are cancelled with a manuscript
letter "G" possibly standing for Guasca, the township from
which the weekly postal service supposedly operated.
Figure 2 illustrates a block of four on wove paper showing
the tete-beche layout of two rows of the stamps. The clean
straight edges of the block suggest it may be the complete
sheet.

Figure 3 shows a horizontal pair of stamps on pelure
paper with one stamp bisected. Note that the spacing of the
two stamps is different from that of the stamps on the block
shown in Figure 2. This suggests that either a sheet
consisted of a number of panes with different spacing or
that more than one setting was prepared. There is no logical
explanation for the bisected stamp. which again suggests
possible philatelic origin.
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was 72 pesos. The auditor recommended that the
route be closed. Choconta was a stop on the
southern route that connected Bogota with Tunja,
Cucuta and Venezuela. This was the route which
would have carried the mail of the mining
company which is the subject of this story. if it had
gone by government mail. Was the low revenue of
the Choconta office caused by competition from
the Con-co Seinenal del Dorado? if the mining
company had simply dispatched its letters by
company messengers there would have been no
need for postage stamps. However, if the
company's messengers also carried mail (and
freight) for private parties, there would have been
a reason to use stamps to indicate that postage had
been paid (and to prevent the messenger from
carrying private mail and pocketing the payment).
It is curious that the face value of the stamp
was expressed as one real. What was the value of
a real in Colombia in 1870? In Cuba prior to 1867
a real was 1/8 of a silver peso or 12',2e. If this was
also true in Colombia than the Correo Semanal
charged a higher fee than the national postal
service. Or was "real" used as the vernacular term
for a 10 centavos coin, just as dime is used for a
10 cent coin. Another mystery is how the 23
September letter was sent from Bogota to
Ambalema.
This correspondence was obtained from a
descendent of the Urdancta family Thus tar no
other correspondence franked with these stamps is
known to exist. What happened to the letters from
Urdancta to Mr. Crowther? Were they all
destroyed after his untimely death and the
bankrupcy of the company?
Will the mystery of the weekly mail of El
Dorado ever he solved or will the truth
surrounding the origin of these stamps remain lost,
like the El Dorado treasure?

Brief descriptions of the folded letters follow:
A stampless letter dated 6 March 1870 (Figure
4) from George Crowther to Enrique
Urdancta, Bogota. Manuscript notation
"Como semanal de la Laguna" at the top and
"pone un real pagable en Bogota!"
• Letter with stamp on greenish pelure paper
dated 22 March 1870 (Figure 5) from George
Crowther to Enrique Urdancta Bogota. Letter
datelined Las Lagunas.
n Letter with stamp (apparently on pelure paper)
from George Crowther to Enrique Urdaneta,
Bogota. Letter is datelined Las Lagunas 4
August 1870. Illustrated on from cover of this
•

issue.
• A stampless letter dated August 15 & 16.
1870 (not illustrated) from George Crowther
to Enrique Urdaneta. Bogota. Manuscript
"Correos Semanal deI Dorado" on reverse and
"Porte un real pagadcro en Bogota" on front.
(Could Crowther have run out of stamps?)
• Letter with part of the front cut out dated 22
August 1870 (not illustrated) from George
Crowther to Enrique Urdaneta, Bogota.
Letter with stamp on coarse wove paper dated
23 September 1870 (Figure 6) from George
Crowther to Enrique Urdaneta, Ambalema.
n Letter with stamp which appears to be on
watermarked pelure paper from George
Crowther to Enrique Urdaneta. Bogota. Letter
datelined Las Lagunas. November 7, 1870
(Figure 7).
In his communication No. 120. dated March
26, 1870 the auditor of the Postal Administration.
J. M. Forcro S., brought to the attention of the
Administrator of Posts that the Choconta post
office was a dead loss. In the six-month period of
September 1869 - February 1870 the stamp sales
were 2.17 pesos while the administrator's salary
72
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Figure 4 - Letter dated & March 1870

Figure 5 - Letter dated 22 March 1870
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Figure 6 — Letter dated 23 September 1870

Figure 7 — Letter dated November 7, 1870
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COLOMBIA: THE 20 CENTAVOS ST t NIP OF 1903
by Norbert Bork

have not previously been identified in the literature.
Stamps from one stone are separated by neatly

The 20 centavos stamp of the 1903 Bogota
issue was printed in blue on buff paper. I have
acquired a number of multiples of this stamp,
Examination of the multiples easily identifies two
different stones that were used to produce the
stamp. To the best of my knowledge these

ruled double lines Stamps from the other stone are
separated by a relatively crude single fine. The
differences between the two show up clearly on the
multiples shown below.
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THE 1903 MEDELLIN AIR STAMP USED ON A DOCUMENT
stamp is not tied. The AIR form was signed by
Carlos Hueck on 7 Oct 1903 and bears a Puerto
Cabello handstamp with that date. The owner
believes this is the only known use of this s tamp on
a document.

Rodrigo Uribe has submitted a photocopy of
this stamp used on a 1903 Advice of Receipt Form
which accompanied a registered letter sent, number
626 sent from Medellin to Carlos Hueck in Puerto
Cabello, Venezuela on 15 September 1.903. The
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CGLOMBIA: THE 5 CENTAVOS STAMP OF 1895
by Jim Cross
Covers showing multiples of the stamps used to
pay postage on foreign letter are slightly more
common. My collection includes singles of each
paper color paying the 10 centavos rate on an 1897
letter under 15 grams from Zaragoza to London),
and pairs on 1898 covers from Socorro to New
York and from Garzon to Paris It also includes a
block of four on an 1898 15 to 30 gram letter from
Socorro to New York All of these letters onginated
in smaller towns which could easily have
temporarily run out of 10 centavos stamps. Thus far
no covers have been reported to the 1886-1899
study circle showing use of these stamps on a
registered letter.
The stamp was replaced by the 5 centavos
stamp of the 1899 issue. No 20th century covers
with the stamps have been seen and the only 20th
century dated used single known shows the
extremely rare cancel of the Isla de Providencia
with a date of 24 Feb 1902.
Covers with these stamps seem to be rare
enough to justify recording them individually and
members owning or knowing of covers are urged to
report them, preferably with photocopies.

The 1892 issue of Colombia included a five
centavos stamp in black in the design of the five
centavos stamp of the 1890 issue. In 1895 this
stamp was replaced by a stamp in a new design
printed in brown. The new stamp is found on both
huff and salmon papers. It was lithographed by
Demetrio Paredes. Stamps are found perforated 12,
13 1/2, and 12 x 13 1/2. I have one copy of the
compound perforated stamp which is perf 12 at the
top and 13'/ at the botom. As with the other 1890's
issues. these stamps are also known imperforate and
missing either vertical or horizontal perforations.
The sheet margins were not perforated. I have not
seen full sheets of the issue, but there were
probably 100 stamps in a sheet (10 x 10). Only the
year of issue is found in major catalogs. The
American Journal of Nulately first reported the
existence of the 5c bistre on straw in March 1895,
repeating a notice from Le Timbre Post. This
suggests that the stamp was issued soon after the
first of the year. Major catalogs show an 1897 date
for the variety on salmon colored paper. The source
of this date is probably reports in philatelic journals.
However, my collection includes a single canceled
9 December 1896. The catalog numbers for the
issue are: Scott 152 and I52a, Gibbons 153 and
154, Michel 120 and 121, Yvert 109 and 110,
Barriga 148 and 149 and Temprano 125 and 126.
There is no indication that the stamps on salmon
paper were deliberately prepared as a new issue. It
is more likely that Paredes merely used the paper
that was available. Different paper shades were
used for almost all values of the 1892-1895 issue.
Most are listed simply as minor varieties.
A number of covers with stamps of this issue
are illustrated on the following page. The main use
of the 5 centavos stamp was to pay the postage on
a domestic letter weighing less than l5 grams.
Covers illustrating this use are not common. My
collection includes two, an 1896 cover from °calla
to Barranquilla and an 1899 cover from Bogota to
Honda. A cover in possession of one of our British
members was sent from Orocuc to Bogota.

Block of 4 imperforate vertically
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I DID IT MY WAY
uy Robert A. Fincher
This is an extract of an article which originally appeared in Finest Hour, #77, the journal of the
Churchill Study Group in the 4th quarter 1992_ The full title was The Fincher Collection. "I Did It
My Way": A Branch of Churchill Philately. Mr. Fincher describes how his interest in Churchill
stamps led him to delve into an aspect of Colombian philately He mentions various forerunners
and Churchill related items he had accumulated. We will pick up his account at that point.
121/2). It is surprising that the vintage used was laid
down six years earlier! Indeed one of the strange
things I discovered, in a study of mid-period
Colombian stamps, was that where many of them
had been either overprinted, surcharged, or both,
seeming long obsolete stocks of the 1917 and 192329 Perkins Bacon issues were resurrected. First
surcharged in 1932 (S.G.427/8), then again in 1935
(S.G. 478), then as Officials in February 1937 (S.G.
049(3-508) and finally, later in that year, surcharged
(S.O. 513).
1 became intrigued by the fact that. between
1932 and 1950, Gibbons Catalog listed no fewer
than 19 Coffee Plantation stamps of 5 centavos
value (including only one variety — S.G. 498a1. I
had already amassed a great deal of material which,
when soiled and closely examined. produced the
following additional items:• S.G. 431 Both flat-bed and rotary press
examples
• S.G. 431 Flota Santa-Fe Private Carriers' mail
bus 5 centavos surcharge.
• S.G. 481 Imperforate. and also with differing
gauges.
• S.G. 482 Imperforate.
•
S.O. 483 Distinct shades, and also a copy with
half inch imperforate top margin.
• S.G. 498 Completely misplaced overprints.
• S.G. 535 Mint copy, completely without
watermark.
S.G. 590 Completely imperforate, and others
•
with doubled frame lines.
• S.G. 594/5 Similar doubling of frame lines.
• S.G. 595 Surcharge double (one inverted).
• S.G. 484 A vast number where, although the
designs are of uniform size, the overall sizes
measured from side to side and from bottom to

From these . . . one very dull and
unprepossessing little trio emerged for special
attention and treatment. namely the red, blue and
green overprints of Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt
on the Colombian 5 centavos Coffee Plantation
stamp of 19 July 1945.
In the process of seeking perfect perforations,
I soon had a large number of these in hand, and
each in turn came under the mapifying glass. It
soon became clear that there were very strange
differences in the figure "5" tablets at the bottom
corners of these stamps. On some. the oval of
brown color around the white figure was thick,
solid and absolutely even in texture. On others, it
was composed of diagonal and quite clearly defined
closely-spaced parallel ridges, in always the same
direction downwards, from approximately 10
o'clock to 4 o'clock.... In a miniature way the effect
can be liked to the difference between a perfectly
flat and rolled field and one that has been accurately
plowed. I tried to decide whether the same
differences were to be found on the basic stamps of
1939, a large number of which I examined, but
found no really clear evidence of obvious ridges.
merely faint traces on a very few. It may well he.
therefore, that the "plowed field" effect is peculiar
only to a small proportion of the overprinted
stamps.
I have asked myself how it came about that the
"Big Three" Colombian overprints should have
been made on stocks of the American Bank Note
Company's stamp of March 1939, whereas one
might have expected a 1945 overprint to have been
applied to stamps produced much nearer that date
— say of 1944 origin - either S.G. 590
(Colombian Bank Note Company) or &G. 484
(Litho.. Nacional Printing Works, Bogota, Pert'
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top, vary by as much as 2 1/2 millimeters.
S.G. 484 Imperforate.
S.G. 618 A marginal block of four, and a
single. with very clear red offsets of the
portraits on the gummed side.
S.G. 637 Very many specimens with truncated
or broken figures, and missing letters in

Next came the 1934-35 trio, with marked
differences in design, including the somewhat odd
reversal of the posture of the gold miner, The
1935-38 lithographed set produced some
imperforate pairs, but otherwise not much philatelic
interest. The 1937 Officials, on the other hand,
produced some truly remarkable results as regards
the positioning of the overprints. Gross
misplacements occur, even to the point where they
appear either as FICIAL 0 or L OFICIA. Also of
interest in this set is a horizontal pair of the I peso
value, with the overprints at entirely different levels
vertically.

CENTAVO
•
•
•
•

S.G. 637 Both imperforate and surcharge
inverted specimens.
S.G. 647 Red Cross overprint double.
S.G.
721 Block of four with overprints smudged
diagonally on the gummed side, and a
horizontal pair with overprint double, one
inverted..

CCIOVHIA.

THL COMPEWORATIVP ISSUE OP TAT 19th. JULY. 194$, AST
Is 1523IOR RISTORY.

Altogether, therefore I have been able to find
wed in excess of sixty 5 centavos Coffee Plantation
stamps that can be clearly shown to be different
from each other m some particular respect. I have
little doubt that a few others exists, but I am
reasonably content in retirement, and no longer
stand addicted to the chase. Naturally I remain
hopeful that I may still have the odd stroke of good
fortune, but from now onwards it will have to come
to me, 1 shall not go looking for it.
Perhaps my collection and study might have
stopped there, and I might have disposed of the
hundreds of other Colombian stamps 1 had
accumulated. But no — the interest that had been
aroused would not go away. and it demanded that I
should keep and add to them, so as to form a study
not only of the Coffee Plantation types, varieties
and errors, but also of such features as had occurred
in the various "sets" in which they are classified.
Starting with the 1932 set, there are flat-bed and
rotary prints of all values, with the possible
exception of the 20 centavos Coloinlmus value. Of
all the catalogs I consulted at the time of my
research, only that of Leo Temprano listed a rotary
print of this. All the specimens] have handled have
been, I believe, flat-bed prints 18 x 23%
millimeters in size, and I do not know which
dimension would be increased if a rotary print
could be obtained.
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A page from the Fincher collection illustrating
the two main types of value tablets
TO BE CONTINUED
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PANAMA: SOME NOTES ON THE 1906 HAMILTON BANK NOTE ISSUE
by Federico Grid
These notes were published in the March-April issue of the Isthmian Collectors Club (ICC) Journal and are
reproduced here in hopes that members who do not receive that journal can furnish additional information to
Federico, our Panama sales director.
stamps took place on a Sunday. most likely the new
values were not sold to the general public until the
next day (Monday, 20 Nov.). With the information
form these two aricles wer know for certain Inns'
early the nine I lamiltons (in the Canal Zone only
the 1-2-5-8 kt 10e stamps. Scott C.Z. 21-26. were
used) were available for mail from the Panama post
office: other post offices would get their stamps at
a later date.
The chart that accompanies this articles
tabulates my accumulation of these Hamiltons.
There are no first day covers! The closest are a Sc,
cover, postmarked a day after the FDI, and a v•c
cover postmarked five days after the EDI while
the earliest covers of some values are far after their
FDI. I am interested in any early uses. For the 1
centavo stamp any date in September 1906 is of
interest, the early the better!
There were plenty of stamp collectors on the
isthmus in early 1906. and it can be assumed that
these collectors knew of the new issue of stamps
ordered from the I lamilton Bank Note Co. of New
York. A decree in the Gaceru dated Aug 20th
announced that the new stamps were "about to
arrive" and that they would he replacing the old
Colombian stamps. Since this much is known. it
seems likely that there were some covers and
postcards posted in Panama on September 1st and
on November 20th'.. So please take a look at your
collections and write me with information as you
uncover it (preferably with xeroxes). I vs ould also
he interested in purchasing better items.
The tables on the following page shoN. the
number of covers, post cards and wrappers in the

Some time ago I purchased a postcard with a
single one cent I lamilion lied by a Panama date
stamp of Sep 27, 1906. That was my earliest
Hamilton until very recently when I bought a
registered cover to France with several of the
Panama overprinted provisionals and a pair of Ic
I larniltons. All of the stamps were tied by a Sep 10.
1906 Panama duplex postmark ... 17 days earlier
than the PPC'. The Hamiltons were placed in
circulation in two stages, hui I liad never looked
into the exact days this occurred. especially for the
lc stamp. After purchasing that registered cover 1
searched my microfilm reels of the Gaceta O3fcial.
and there they were! According to the minutes of a
visit of the Sec. of Govt. to the Panama post office
published in the September 28. 1906 Gaceta on
Aug 31, 1906 at 3' 15 P.M. the existing stock of 2c
stamps at the Panama post office was retired and
the new lc stamp "ordered to he piloted in New
York" was placed in circulation It makes sense that
the 2c stamps were retired first, since the old stamps
were based on the silver rate and the new Hamilton
lc stamp had as its base the gold standard which
had a value of twice the silver. So. technically. a Is(
Day of Issue (FDI) for the Ic Hamilton is August
31st. but since it was late in the afternoon, the
stamps most likely were not put on general sale
until the next day (Saturday).
The Grseela on 21 November 1906 also
published minutes of another visit to the Panama
post office, this time to retire the entire stock of
existing values of the Colombia type stamps and to
place in circulation the new values that had just
arrived from New York. The minutes of this visit
make reference to a November 19th audit/inventory
and the retirement of these old Colombian stamps
since new stamps were available for their
replacment. Since the inventory and retirement of
the old stamps and their replacement by the new

collection, the number of different values found on
these items and earliest and latest dates of use on
and off cover by denomination. There is also a
listing of the individual covers and postcards with
inverted center stamps.
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Covers ost cards and wra ppers in the collection b y ear

1910

26

1914

24

1918

0

1922

;,

1926

0

1911
1912

1
2

1927

r,

1928

I.

1913

1919
1920
1921

1923
1924

82

1915
1916
1917

2

1909

111
27
7

2

1908

17
69
73

1908
1907

1

0

n
1.:

0

1925

undated 10

Earliest and latest dated stamp s on and off cover
Value

Earliest dated
stamps on cover

Earliest dated stamps
off cover

Latest dated stamps
On cover

Latest dated stamps
of cover

centavo

26 Nov 1906

03 Dec 1906

01 Apr 1914

07 Nov 1910

1 centavo

10 Sep 1906

27 Sep 1906

19

1914

25 Feb 1913

2 centavos

19 Apr 1907

10 Jan 1907

04 Aug 1914

08 Dec 1905

2s

08 Dec 1906

26 Nov 1906

20 Apr 1912

04 Dec 1910

5 centavos

21 Nov 1906

-- Nov 1906

02 Jun 1914

10 Jun 1910

8 centavos

28 Jan 1908

15 Apr 1907

19 Mar 1914

19 Jun 1918

10 centavos

08 Dec 1906

08 Dec 1906

31 Sep 1923!

10 Oct 1917

25 centavos

02 Dec 1907

30 Oct 1907

09 Apr 1928

-- --- 1930

50 centavos

01 May 1908

06 Jun 1907

14 Oct 1915

06 Feb 1923

Feb

Values found on the covers, post cards and wrappers in the collection multi les counted as one
Denomination

Quantity

Denomination

Quantity

Denomination

Quantity

...-1.. t.:

50

10c

16

90

25c

32

50c

6

lc

203

5c

2c

25

8c

Covers and post cards with stamps with inverted centers in the collection.
(May also have normal stamps in addition)
‘-2 centesimo

1 centesimo
5 centesimos

picture post_ card with an inverted horizontal pair
dated Nov 8, 1907.
A picture post card with an inverted single (ms.
cancelation) dated Nov 18, 1907.
A cover with an inverted single dated Jan 28, 1908_
A cover with an inverted single dated Apr. 30, 1909.
A cover front with an inverted single dated
Nov. 12, 1907.
A
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FOTO FLATAU — THE END OF ES N ERA
by Robert Karrer Jr.

Reprinted from the October-November 1994 issue of the Isthmian Collectors Club (ICC) Journal.
Literally hundreds of his photo cards have been
recorded, and no Panama Canal collection can
pretend to importance without many of his views.
Indeed, they provide a unique pictorial history of
the times of great value to a researcher or historian.
First and foremost, Foto Flataus are exactly that
- photos - often printed in the thousands. However,
we know many of his views were used by other
publishers in a variety of formats and styles. In fact,
some were even adopted by the Government of
Panama (GOP) for use on a series of imprinted lc
postal cards - which gives John Flatau a unique
niche in Isthmian PPC history.
Flatau, the son of a Lutheran pastor. was boni
September 22, 1899, in Posen Province, a part of
the German Empire under Kaiser Wilhelm II. Being
scientifically minded, in 1920 he attended Danzig
Technical Univ. and worked in a sugar beet mill to
support himself He remained in that field until
1925. when he emigrated to Guatemala to work as
a chemist. In 1929 Flatau moved to California.
where he studied at the U. of C. Berkeley and
worked for a local sugar refiner.
The Depression came, and in 1930 Flatau
enlisted in the U.S. Army, hoping to utilize the
photographic skills which he had enjoyed as a
hobby for some years. Later that year he was
ordered to Corozal, where he worked in the
Engineer Reproduction Plant. In November 1931
as honorabln
his enlistment was up and he was
discharged and assumed the managership of the
Balboa YMCA Photo Shop as the previous
manager had died. Here he convened his hobby into
a business, and during his weekend travels he
always carried his trusty Zeiss camera. The resulting
black & white pictures were printed on postcard
paper and sold at Canal Zone clubhouses and
YMCA as well as the Washington and Tivoli hotels.

A recent journal of the Panama Canal Society
of Florida contained an obituary of John Haim the
premier Isthmian postcard publisher and printer
from the mid-1930s to this day. The obit reads as
follows:
"John F. Flatau, 93. of Dickinson. Texas.
passed away Apnl 9. 1993. He was born in Paren.
Germany and resided in Panama for over forty

years As a member of the U S Army he came to
the Canal Zone and served at the Engineer
Reproduction Plant in Corozal, Canal Zone and
remained on the Isthmus after his four of duty had
ended.
He became a well-known commercial
photographer. founder of Foto Flatau. producer and
distnbutor of color postcards in which he captured
the beauty of the Panama Canal and Republic of
Panama He was a charter member of the
Redeemer Lutheran Church in Balboa Canal Zone.
He sold Foto Flatau in 1970 and retired to
Dickinson, Texas. where he remained very active in
his hobbies of photography and stamp collecting
Survivors include his wife of 58 years. Ivy May
Flatau of Dickinson, Texas."

A number of years ago I wrote an article for
Postcard Collector on Flatau, based on the June
1987 1CCJ. As a final tribute to Mr. Flatau Fd like
to rewrite that story for current readers of the ICCJ,
with apologies to those who already have read
almost the same words. Rest ye in peace: Friend
Flatau; your awesome works will be long
remembered and greatly appreciated by us all!
It's not too often that a PPC publisher's
activities span a five plus decade period - from the
White Border thru the Linens to the Chromes.
However, such is the case of John F. Flatau, better
known by the caption on his Canal Zone or Panama
motif cards which simply reads "Foto Flatau."
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stamps. Flatau was not compensated for these
either. He was recognized, however, with his name
being imprinted below the view on almost all of the
postal cards. Quite a few sets must have been sold
in the U.S. as Jack Reinig of the Tropical Stamp
Co. at Pedro Miguel offered them to his clients.
The legal machinery was working in Panama,
and in 1945 the GOP published an Executive
Resolution banning reproduction of photographs
which are the exclusive property of the author.
Accordingly. Maduro was presented with a bill for
his use of over Flatau photos. Maduro paid up
promptly. From then on royalties were paid by
Maduro and others who chose to continue to sell
Flatau views. For example, the reverse of a nonPPC picture of the Cathedral in my collection show
us how this was done as it gives notice the photo
was sold by Victor Azrak based upon, rights sold by
Foto Flatau.
In 1940, Mario Preciado. proprietor of the
Libreria Preciado on Cathedral Plaza (also one of
the very early PPC publishers) bought the Foto
Flatau store by the Panama RR station -- and its
contents and began selling Flatau views at both
stores. At this time Flatau moved his operation to
his home on Via Porras where his lab was already
in operation. In the lab he continued to produce the
views for which he is justly famous today.
During World War II Leon Greene had the PX
photo concessions: however, he produced no PPC
on his own until a chrome series began in the
1950s. Greene purchased his stock from several
publishers including Flatau, who main's contented
himself with the wholesale business. Greene.
incidently , owned the Cunindu Photo Shop in the
1970s. until afler the Treaty implementation, and I
recall purchasing many cards there for under a dime
each. He failed, however. to win GOP sanction for
his business and also lost the PX contract in 1980
(after a large investment) and as a result he sold out.
Ile is believed to be retired on the Isthmus.
Back to Flatau. During World War II he
continued to print and publish PPC, some of which

Some military PX outlets also began carrying his
cards. which retailed at the time for three for a dime
and wholesaled at a 1/3 discount.
His first big non-PVC assignment was from
1932 – 35 to cover erection of Madden Dam on the
Chagres River as a free lancer for the construction
firm. His business grew as there was no serious real
photo competition at the time other than perhaps
Mr. Fisher. who operated a photo concession at Ft.
Clayton when he wasn't leading the 33th Infantry
Band at that post. So, in 1936 Flatau rented a small
store at the corner of L Street and Avenida Central
by the Panama RR station facing "DeLesseps Park
and very convenient for Canal Zonc shoppers and
guests at the Tivoli. The Bank of America building
now occupies the site. His lab was in his residence
some 15-20 minutes away by Panama Trarnways
trolley. Besides PPC he sold Kodak supplies, photo
albums and a general line of souvenirs.
The late 1930s were very active. and his outlets
increased in hotels, souvenir stores and bookstores
as well as YMCA and clubhouses in the Canal
Zone. His work also attracted the attention of the
Panama National Tourist Commission. As a result
Flatau photos were incorporated into their tourist
pamphlets and other publicity items: however, no
payment was ever offered for their use. The PNTC
was not the only entity to use Flatau's work without
payment, several local PPC publishers and even the
Pan American Union in Washington DC did too.
The most commonly seen PPC based on Flatan's
pictures were by 1, L. Madura, Jr., who was the
largest Isthmian publisher from about 1902 in to the
1940s. Others using Flatau views were Amado.
Azrak, K. II. Shahani of Royal India, Flor de Is
India. Casa Central, Lobato. and Godhumal. At the
time no legal action was possible against the GOP
or the others, although protests were directed at the
private publishers. To cap it off, Panama issued an
interesting set of 25 continental size, lithographed.
government postal cards with an imprinted lc
stamp, all using Flatau views. A few of his photos
clearly served as a basis for Panama postage
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His first chromes wer: printed in 1952 by H. S.
Crocker Co. Of San Francisco and later by Mike
Roberts of Berkeley, CA. The chromes soon
outsold the hand produced black & whites which

have a "passed by US Army Censor." imprint. After
the war he greatly increased the variety, and most
are known from this period. Often the same view
underwent various printings: these are easily
recognized by letter styles used.

Typical Post Card by John Flatau showing the Post Office at Diablo Heights C.2.
were discontinued in 1953. However, Flatau stayed
active in other lines of photography, and his works
were used in magazines all over the hemisphere, at
the 19645 NY Worlds Fair and San Antonio
Hemisfair. In 1970 he sold out to retired U.S. Army
Major Federico L Fernandez and his wife Maria
who is from the Endara family of Panama (early
PPC publishers & photographers). In 1974 the
Flataus retired to Texas after being honored by
Kodak and the GOP.
In Volume 11 of the PPC books only the GOP
postal stationery will be included. The Foto Flatau
imprint, when present, is at the lower left. it may
weIl be the absence of a Foto Flatau imprint is
because it is an early printing before Panama
became concerned about Flatau's proprietary rights
or that a certain view was not based upon one of his
pictures. The views are either in sepia, deep blue or

deep green, with black captions in both Spanish and
English. Most are known in more than one color.
The postal stationery, catalog for Panama says there
are 25 views, printed in all three colors. Until more
cards are seen this must remain as conjecture
Editor's Note: By chance the author selected the
picture post card shown above to illustrate this
article. Two months after my marriage in Balboa in
August 1949 1 was assigned temporary quarters in
Diablo Heights in the building next to the one
which can just be seen at the far left on the post
card. The car is similar to the one i purchased from
a departing serviceman in 1950 and used for the trip
to the interior described in the March 1994
COPACARTA and may be the identical car. The
only photo of the car that I have is too faint to be
reproduced.
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During the last six months there has been
only limited material from Colombia and Panama
offered in the auctions that I follow and 1 have had
input from only one other member during the
period.
For the record I will report that all of the covers
of the Moreno correspondence have now been sold,
the last one selling in COPAPHIL mail bid sale H12
for $525.00. Four other covers which duplicate the
markings on other covers in that correspondence
were sold as a lot and the remainder were sold as a
single lot. In deference to the purchaser, I will not
report the sales price. The undamaged first issue
cover from that correspondence was offered in a
London auction in December with an estimate of
£3500. I have not received the prices realized for
that sale. The remaining covers were offered in the
Soler & Llach sale of 14-15 February 1995 as lot
1715 with a reserve of $30,000, but were not sold.
The reserve for the lot seemed excessive to me and
apparently participants in the sate agreed.
The Soler & Llach sale contained 24 additional
Colombia lots of which only six were sold. Lot
1692, a c 1781 cover from Vera Crirz. to Maracaibo
with Yndias transit marking applied in Cartagena

Lot 1697 An 1866 letter from Bogota to
England franked with the 10c gray of 1866 and
bearing the marking of the French postal
agency in Ste Marthe offered with a reserve of
$2750.
•
Lot 1699. A large fragment of an official letter
From Bogota franked with i0c. 20c and I peso
stamps or the 1865 issue and a 50c stamp of the
1864 issue offered with a reserve of $1100,
•
Lot 1700. An 1869 from frorn Manchester to
Barranquilla franked with three 4p British
stamps and a bisected Colombian 20c stamp of
the 1865 issue used as a postage due stamp and
cancelled Santa Marta offered with a reserve of
$6500.
•
Lot 1716. An 1896 cover from Ebague to
Honda franked with a 5 centavos stamp of the
Department or Tolima offered with a reserve of
$1000,
in the same sale Lot 1935, the envelope of a
1798 embarkation register for the packet Ntr. Sra.
de los Dolores with Panama and Franca markings.
sold for $2250 against a reserve of $2000. There
were nine additional Panama lois of which only
three were sold.
A price list of Forstreuter A.G. owned by our
member Stephan A. Forstreuter offered a used
block of 25 of the sewing machine perforated 10P
stamp of the Colombia 1902 Bogota issue for $450.
The block was used in Bogota 27 Jul 1903. This is
probably the large used multiple or this stamp and
the 1903 date indicates it probably franked a large
encomienda. Other reported multiples of this issue
are mostly from 1904 inflation frankings. It is not
known if this item is still available.
A recent Apfelbaum sales catalog offered a
large Colombia collection including varieties and
covers with an estimate of $6000.

sold for $900 against a reserve of $500.
Lot 1702, an 1880 cover from Bogota to Italy
franked with a 10c stamp and bearing markings of
both the French P.O. in Savanilla arid French
paquebot Lig,rie A No. 3 and charged 1.30 lira
postage due upon arrival in Italy, sold for $850
against a reserve of $800.
Among the unsold lots:
•
Lot 1696, An 1862 letter from Bogota to
England franked with a strip of 3 of the 10c
blue stamp of the 1862 issue and bearing an
oval COLON transit marking and the
backstamp of the British Postal Agency in
Colon offered with a reserve of $3000.
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FORGERIES AND REPRINTS, THE 1902 BOGOTA ISSUE OF COLOML'IA
From the catalog values of the stamps of this set
one would not expect to find counterfeits, at least of
the low values. However, two values of the set were
forged and the forgeries are fairly common. They
were described in the literature in t904 soon after
they appeared, but almost forgotten until their story
was told in detail by COPAPI-FIL member Varro
Tyler in Jhe Congress Book 1992. They were made
by the French forger, Durnonteuil. The two values
forged are the 5c and 20c.
Characteristics of the genuine 5c stamp.
• The letters of DE above the head of the condor
are small and the D is almost square.
• The spearhead on the left is thin and sharply
pointed.
• The ribbon below the condor's beak does not
touch the beak which is almost closed.
• The left frame line extends slightly below the
bottom frame line.
Characteristics of the forged Sc stamp.
• The letters of DE arc taller and thinner than on
the genuine stamp and the D is rounded.
• The spearhead on the left is blunt and poorly
shaped.

Sc— Genuine

The ribbon below the condor's beak touches the
beak which is open.
• There is no extension of the left frame line.
The paper color of the forgery mimics the blue
and dull blue of the original. The forgery is usually
found imperforate and uncancelled. Used copies have
a fake cancel.
Characteristics of the genuine 20c stamp.
The 0 of the 20 in each lower corner is
rectangular
• There is a semi-circle curved upward over the left
column. under the R of REPUBLICA.
• There is a free-standing spot of color below the
condor's throat in clearly printed copies.
Characteristics of the forged 20c stamp.
• The 0 of the 20 in each lower corner is oval.
• There is an irregular group of small ornaments
over the left column, resembling a bunch of
grapes_
• The spot of color is firmly attached to the
condor's throat.
The forgeries are in brown on huff colored paper
with single niled lines between the stamps. They are
usually found imperforate and uncancelled.

20c – Genuine

5c — Forgery
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SPACE F I LLERS
Hopefully they will improve with practice. I tried
to scan the cover for the front page, but found I had
better results using a xerox copy. However.
members who have access to a scanner can send me
files on a 3 1/4" diskette and I can incorporate them
in the publication.
Panama specialists among the membership who
arc also members of the ICC will alread y have seen
the two Panama articles in this issue. but they arc
worth reprinting for a wider audience. Thanks to
Debby Friedman for sending in the article on the
['filcher collection. It is a constant surprise how a
little imagination can extend the scope of El thematic
collection far beyond what one might expect to
find. I first noted this in Ray Ireson's "Panama
Canal Story- exhibit which contains a large amount
of ancillary material.
Thanks to Norbert Bork for reporting the two
stones of the 1902 20c stamp. It gave me a chance
to publish the details of the forgeries of the issue to
complete the story. There were no responses to the
Preguntas in the previous issue. That is what often
happened in earlier issues Take another look at
them and see if you can help.
l have been selected for San Diego county jury
duty beginning 12 June. This is the second time.
The first case only lasted three days. but one never
knows. Maybe I will even be sequestered. I will try
to mail this issue before the jury dut y begins.

In response to the article about Panama stamps
used in Cauca in the previous issue. Robert Midler
has reported the existence of a 1904 registered
cover from Pasto franked with the Panama stamps
with the 20c registration stamp of 1902. Scott 13
paying the registration fee.
In response to the Debby Friedman's article on
the 1903 Medellin AiR overprint. Rodrigo Uribe
sent the photocopy of the stamp used on a receipt
form which is pictured on page 76.
Ray Ircson's Corrco Semanat stamps on cover
is another major find in Colombian philately. Ray
. has prepared a one frame exhibit of these stamps
and covers which he showed at a local stamp show
and 1 am sure he can be persuaded to bring them to
our meeting at CAPE?{.
It is a constant surprise to note the scarcity of
covers from internal mail from Colombia. It would
be nice to know how many other internal covers
with the 1895-7 5 centavos stamp exist. Most
members will be writing anyway to send in their
dues. so it will be simple to report these and any
other scarce covers which you may have.
I am learning a lot in the desk top publishing
course, some of which will he put into practice in
the next volume of COPACARIA which will have
a new masthead and a number of changes in style..
I have been experimenting with my hand
scanner, but thus far the results have been mixed.

***alma..
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